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Welcome to the 2017 CompTIA DC Fly-In

Dear CompTIA DC Fly-In Participant:

We look forward to your arrival at CompTIA’s 6th annual Washington, DC Fly-In. Your participa-

tion is an important way to ensure that our industry remains a leading voice for Information 

Technology policy within Congress and the Administration.

This year’s Fly-In will be interesting given the significant shift in the political and policy land-

scape since the 2016 election. You come to DC during the early stages of the Trump Administra-

tion’s “first 100 days” and at a time when Congress and the Administration will begin to better 

articulate their own agenda and the role each will play in advancing those agendas.

In terms of policy, our industry faces significant challenges in the coming year. Many of our 

key priorities – trade, immigration, cybersecurity, STEM education, workforce, and telecom-

munications – face a significantly different path forward than they did last year. Still, there is 

an opportunity to set a compelling vision of our industry priorities as a new Administration 

and Congress begin their work. Those attending this Fly-In share a deep interest in advancing 

policy agendas that will improve our workforce, secure our critical infrastructure and the 

data it carries, and advance innovation, particularly around the Internet of Things and smart 

communities.

We have an exciting and impactful agenda for this year’s Fly-In. We will have an afternoon of 

panel discussions around cybersecurity workforce, IoT and a glimpse at the federal tech policy 

agenda for 2017. Additionally, we will honor our technology policy champions – leaders on 

Capitol Hill and the industry that are helping to advance our policy goals. You will hear from 

leading policymakers before participating in an afternoon of meetings on Capitol Hill with 

your elected leaders and their senior staff. Of course, you will have plenty of opportunity to 

network with industry colleagues throughout your time in DC.

This year, our meetings on Capitol Hill will focus on an important facet of developing our tech 

workforce. We will shine a light on the need for training and apprenticeships to advance the 

tech workforce. Our CompTIA team looks forward to you joining the 2017 Fly-In. We hope that 

this book provides all the important information to prepare you for your trip to Washington, 

DC. Please let us know if you have any questions about policy or logistics in advance of the 

Fly-In.  

Sincerely,

 

Elizabeth Hyman 

Executive Vice President of Public Advocacy 

Welcome
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The Current Landscape
in Washington, DC

The surprising outcome of the 2016 election has significantly changed both the political  

and policy landscape in Washington, DC. While there continues to be some uncertainty on  

prioritization and timing of certain issues at this early stage, policymakers are already work-

ing to leverage the new landscape to help position and advance their own policy priorities.

The election has resulted in a significant power shift throughout the federal government.  

The Trump Administration obviously enters the White House with a much different agenda 

and leadership style than President Obama has had over the last eight years. At the same time, 

narrower Republican majorities in Congress will require more bipartisan support to move 

legislation, especially in the Senate where 60 votes are needed to advance most legislation 

(which would require at least eight Democrats). In many ways, the new Senate Democratic 

Leader, Sen. Charles Schumer (D-NY), becomes one of the most powerful lawmakers within  

the new DC landscape.

There is one notable exception to this paradigm and that has to do with the process of passing 

legislation under rules known as “budget reconciliation,” which allows a bill to pass based on 

a simple majority rather than 60 votes. Moreover, that bill may contain certain fiscal policy 

provisions that directly impact spending, revenues, and the federal debt limit. The incoming 

Administration and Congress will have an opportunity to pass two budget resolutions in 

the calendar year – one for FY 2017 and one for FY 2018.  The Congress has begun efforts to 

advance an FY 2017 budget resolution that will include provisions to repeal and replace the  

Affordable Care Act. The FY 2018 budget resolution will include reconciliation instructions  

that will include provisions for tax reform and infrastructure. As a procedural matter, the  

legislation that could be produced based on these budget resolutions would have a lower 

threshold for passage and could advance along partisan lines, unlike most other legislation  

in the Senate.

Beyond these major legislative vehicles, everyone is working to analyze what the “first 100 

days” of the Trump Administration looks like. In short, it is likely to focus on rolling back a 

number of Obama executive orders as well as agreements (i.e. TPP, Paris Climate Agreement, 

etc.) that have been made in the latter part of President Obama’s tenure. Additionally, the 

nomination and confirmation of a Supreme Court justice will be a major priority early in the 

new administration. 
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From a Congressional standpoint, the Republican Congress will also initially focus on adjusting 

some of the Obama priorities that were put in place. They are expected to leverage the Congres-

sional Review Act in order to roll back a number of regulations that were recently finalized.  

In terms of technology policy, cybersecurity is expected to be a significant priority this Congress. 

Additionally, tax reform (especially a focus in developing an international tax system) provides 

opportunities for the industry. Patent reform, immigration reform (as part of broader border 

security efforts), a federal data breach notification standard, workforce policy, and legislation 

focused on expanding the digital marketplace are also possibilities for this Congress. 

While some of the innate affinity for the tech industry may not yet be evident from the 

incoming Administration, the voice of technology industry nonetheless remains strong in 

Washington, DC. As there continues to be a focus on growing our economy, remaining globally 

competitive, and creating more domestic jobs, policymakers are looking for insight in how to 

best serve the innovative technology industries that have thousands of unfilled jobs because 

shortfalls in our workforce programs and immigration systems. Additionally, new leadership 

with solid understanding of technology policy, including Rep. Greg Walden (R-OR), have been 

elevated into influential positions over technology policy – in Rep. Walden’s case, as Chairman 

of the Energy and Commerce Committee.

For sure, 2017 will be an interesting year for policymakers in Washington, DC. While there 

continues to be a lot of uncertainty, there is also hope that new leadership and new policy 

agendas can take a new approach to issues that have languished in Congress for too long. 
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CompTIA IT Industry Outlook 2017:
Tech Continues to Shape the World

By just about every measure, technology continues to shape the world around us in evermore 

interesting and sometimes unsettling ways. With the groundwork of cloud, mobility, data 

and connectivity laid, the year ahead will see evolutionary advances on many fronts. Digital 

business transformation remains a driving force for small and large enterprises alike. Those 

playing catch-up will face growing and potentially new forms of competitive pressures, while 

those on the right path will have the opportunity to explore advances in areas such as virtual 

reality, artificial intelligence, advanced analytics, the internet of things, and inevitably, a few 

unexpected breakthroughs. 

Complementing the innovation pipeline is a sense of optimism heading into 2017. CompTIA’s 

IT Industry Business Confidence recently reached a new high, signaling an economy on solid 

footing and a positive outlook among industry executives.

CompTIA projects global IT industry growth of 4.1 percent in 2017. If this growth materializes,  

it will push the $3.4 trillion global IT industry past the $3.5 trillion mark by year’s end. The U.S.  

market represents 28 percent of the worldwide total, or slightly over $1 trillion, according to IDC.

Forty-one percent of U.S. IT firms report having job openings and actively recruiting candi-

dates. Among hiring employers, more than half indicate it’s due to expansion, while a similar 

percentage indicate the need for new skills in areas such as firm. Seventeen percent believe 

hiring will be significantly more challenging in 2017, while 30 percent expect it will be mod-

erately more challenging. The remaining group expect the hiring landscape to be similar or 

slightly better than 2016. 

Skills Gap Grows in Scope and Nuance, Forcing Organizations to Rethink Workforce Strategies

Characterized as the variance between what employers expect and need from their workers 

and what the labor force is able to deliver, skills gap is a seemingly straightforward concept. 

Below the surface, however, there are many nuances to the story. Given the breadth and pace 

of innovation, all signs point to a widening skills gap in many areas and for more types of 

workers. CompTIA workforce research consistently reports concerns among employers in find-

ing candidates with the right combination of technical and soft skills. This is not a one-sided 

problem, though. The data shows many employers lag in hiring or professional development 

best practices. Only 1 in 4 IT professionals believe their employer utilizes their talent to the 

Components of the Tech Workforce
Tech Industry
Employment 
5.98 Billion

Tech Occupation
Employment 
5.25 Billion
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fullest extent. For 2017, expect a renewed effort to explore ideas such as always-on learning, 

immersive learning, apprenticeships and means to expand the pipeline of non-degree  

credentials, talent management systems and more.   

Security Gets Worse Before It Gets Better

The DDoS attack on DNS provider Dyn placed security back in the spotlight thanks to the 

nature of the target and the use of connected security cameras as botnet attackers. However, 

another theme emerged from the aftermath of that attack: massive security incidents are not 

yet driving  companies to revolutionize their security approach. The headline-making breach-

es of the past three years have not put companies out of business, and research studies show 

that most firms are not fully prepared for a cyberattack. Unfortunately, the event that creates 

a tipping point will need to have greater consequences before there is a broad shift in trans-

forming security technology, processes, and education. 

IoT Transforms Physical Environments and Social Conventions

Beyond the buzz and the backlash, the Internet of Things is primed to be a massive disruptor. 

As physical objects gain intelligence and connectivity, new opportunities will rise across all in-

dustries. The transition will take time, though. The pace of technology has accelerated, but the 

complexity of IoT and the regulations and protocols required for integration will drive a long 

adoption cycle. The breadth of potential applications has allowed many companies to get 

their feet wet in this space, and the lessons learned from cloud initiatives will help businesses 

consider security implications and hidden costs as they continue discovering the benefits of 

connected systems. Beyond individual business applications, one of the prime drivers for IoT 

will change everyday life. Smart City initiatives will bring about societal change as they also 

pave the way for large-scale technology efforts.

The Global Information Technology Industry: $3.4 Trillion 

Estimated 2016 revenue at constant currency. 

Encompasses hardware, software, services and  

telecommunications .

34%

23%

28%

8%

7%

Industry Facts
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Establishment and Employment Distribution by Firm Size 

Within the IT sector, the number of employer establishments skews heavily towards micro-size and 

small firms. However, the distribution of employment is more uniform. Based on 2016 estimates, 

about 55% of IT sector workers are employed by medium-size or large firms vs. 45% for micro-size or 

small firms.

IT Services

% Distribution  

of Establish-ments

% Distribution  

of Employment

Hardware 

Mfg.

Software 

Publishing

Telecom / 

Data Services

Overall IT 

Industry

Micro IT Firms Small IT Firms 

Medium IT Firms Large IT Firms

Source: BLS | EMSI | CompTIA

87.8% 81% 74.2% 73.5%

23.4%

2.8%

22.3%

2.9%

16.3%

2.3%

53.2%

36%

9%11%

1.1%

18.7% 8.5% 9.2% 11.6%

33.2%

29.4%

25.8%

34.7%

31%

25.1%

26.5%

26.6%

38.4%

2.5%

21.3%

32.9%

43.3%

38.8%

26.9%

15.6%

1.7%
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Mapping the IT Jobs Landscape 

The top 25 states for IT occupations account for 88% of total IT jobs.

IT Occupation Wage Distribution 

Annual wage distribution representing an aggregation of all U.S. IT occupations | 2015 data 

$45,233

10thPercentile 25th Median 75th 90th

$62,063

$85,977

$114,583

$141,029

1. California
2. Texas
3. New York
4. Florida
5. Virginia
6. Illinois
7. Pennsylvania
8. Washington
9. New Jersey
10. Massachusetts
11. Ohio
12. Georgia
13. North Carolina

14. Maryland
15. Michigan
16. Colorado
17. Minnesota
18. Arizona
19. Missouri
20. Wisconsin
21. Oregon
22. Indiana
23. Tennessee
24. Connecticut
25. Utah

149,457 to 745,628 51,912 to 149,456 19,421 to 51,811 4,702 to 19,420

Source: BLS | EMSI | CompTIA

Source: BLS | CompTIA
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CHANCE in TECH Act

The information technology industry relies on an innovative and evolving workforce with spe-

cific skills, education and training requirements. These skills aren’t necessarily acquired through 

a traditional four-year college track, but rather can start in K-12 education, continue into higher 

education, and include industry recognized certifications. Increasingly, work-based learning 

activities such as apprenticeships are being included in education and training programs of 

study for IT. Galvanizing educators, students, workforces with outmoded skills, and employers to 

adopt alternative education models that include industry-led work-based learning will help fill 

job openings and spur economic growth. We seek to augment and scale up intermediary organi-

zations (herein referred to as “Work Based Learning Accelerators”) that facilitate a meaningful 

public-private partnership, ensure that quality candidates are recruited, and provide compressed 

and targeted training that meet specific employer need. The Championing Apprenticeships for 

New Careers and Employees in Technology (CHANCE in TECH) Act would codify this approach so 

that work-based learning can be scaled up in a timely fashion.  

We call on Congress to work with us to develop and introduce the “CHANCE in TECH Act”:

• Develop an education and workforce bill specifically for tech

• Based on the apprenticeship model developed under the American Apprenticeship Initiative 

scale up intermediary organizations called “work based learning accelerators” (WBLA)

• Include in eligibility for the WBLA early college STEM students and assessed individuals 18  

and over

• Recognize and award high schools that align to tech career cluster pathways and have  

excellence in tech

Key components of the CHANCE in TECH Act include:

• Annual funding for competitively awarded contracts that will lead to additional Work Based 

Learning Accelerators (WBLA) to scale up registered apprenticeships through proven methods.   

- WBLA (e.g., industry associations, workforce intermediaries, educational institutions, and 

consortia of organizations) is defined as an entity which serves as an intermediary between 

employers, as well as other industry partners, training providers and government to advance 

work-based learning and registered apprenticeship program development and help broker 

new tech sector-based partnerships at the state, regional and national level. 

- Eligible applicants for the WBLA include: Early College Stem School students in grades 9-12  

and individuals 18 and older that meet initial competency standards for entry

Policy Request

Championing Apprenticeships for New Careers 
and Employees in Technology Act
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• Defined responsibilities of the WBLA:

- Spear-head public/private partners to articulate a comprehensive work-based learning program

-  Lead business outreach and recruitment to ensure apprenticeships in technology arenas are 

available 

- Marshal appropriate sub-contractors and advisors, and identify, assess and train applicants 

(with a focus on diversity of the applicant pool)

- Manage oversight requirements and tracking of success indicators 

• A “Blue-Ribbon” award for schools that provide students with the tools they need to compete  

in a 21st century workforce.  Indicators of success can include:

- Significant STEM and IT Career Tech course offerings at the 9-12 level

- Academic excellence in STEM and IT Career Tech Education (as monitored through test scores 

and achievement tests)

- Availability of early college school programming with a continuum of work-based learning 

activities that link high school, college and the world of work to prepare students for  

technology jobs of the future

- Delivery of comprehensive career counseling that aligns with recognized career cluster pathways

Please Contact:

Geoff Lane

Senior Policy Manager

CompTIA

glane@comptia.org

Policy Request
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Championing New Careers 
and Employees in Technology 
(CHANCE in TECH) Act 

What are you asking for?

We are asking that Congress turn the CHANCE in TECH Act into legislation that can be con-

sidered by the appropriate Congressional committees and voted on in both the House of 

Representatives and Senate. Increasingly, work-based learning activities like apprenticeships 

are being included in education and training programs of study for IT. Galvanizing educators, 

students, workforces with outmoded skills and employers to adopt alternative education 

models that include industry-led work-based learning will help fill job openings and jumpstart 

economic growth. 

Where did you get this idea?

In April 2015, the Department of Labor announced the “American Apprenticeship Initiative” 

grant program to support dynamic and sustainable public-private partnerships to:

• Support the expansion of quality and innovative American apprenticeship programs;

• Use strategies to significantly increase apprenticeship opportunities for job seekers and 

workers (especially for underrepresented populations); and 

• Leverage and develop public policies that increase demand for American apprenticeships 

and support sustainability.

One of the grantees was the Washington Technology Industry Association, which developed 

Apprenti to train future tech workers. The Apprenti model assesses candidates, arranges for 

two-to-five months training for individuals, thus preparing the individual to begin a one-

year paid apprenticeship with an employer who partners with the organization. Apprenti is 

currently the gold standard for apprenticeship programs in the tech sector and is working to 

scale up this model.

This proposal also draws on Early College STEM programs that are taking root, such as the one 

in Chicago, Illinois. These programs allow high school students to simultaneously secure their 

diplomas, associate’s degrees and IT industry certifications, while gaining industry experience 

through “Youth Apprenticeships.”  We propose to add ECSS candidates to the scope of the 

program thereby ensuring a national standardized approach to addressing young people, 

and particularly people of diverse racial, gender and socio-economic backgrounds.

Finally, this proposal draws from the Department of Education “Blue Ribbon Schools Program” 

which recognizes public and private schools based on their overall academic excellence or 

their progress in closing achievement gaps among student subgroups.  We want to make our 

model tech specific.  

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

CHANCE in TECH - Frequently Asked Questions 

https://apprenticareers.org
https://chooseyourfuture.cps.edu/early-college-stem-schools/
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What need does this proposal respond to?

The CHANCE in TECH Act responds to a few important issues. Most importantly, the proposal 

would provide hands-on, real-world upskilling to American workers. At a time when the rheto-

ric surrounding automation and technology is white hot, and not enough Americans have the 

skills that today’s economy demands, the proposal would create educational and job opportu-

nities for workers around the country.  

This proposal also addresses the fact that today >75% of the IT employee population is white 

and male. 30 years ago, women were 34% of the Tech Sector. While 51% of today's overall 

workforce, women have shrunk to 19% of tech, even lower in some areas of the country.  With 

men comprising 75% of the tech sector overall, the remaining 6% are minorities and veterans, 

which is significantly lower than most industries. Education and experience are the keys to 

bridging this divide and providing entree to higher wage, sustainable careers.

Third, the proposal responds to some concerns many employers have with the traditional 

U.S. Department of Labor Registered Apprenticeship program: that it is too cumbersome, too 

prescriptive, and too process-oriented.   There have also been challenges around cultivating a 

pipeline of eligible candidates that could take advantage of apprenticeships, as well as diffi-

culties recruiting employers for this pipeline.  

We believe that this proposal would lessen the compliance burdens employers must meet by 

supporting additional intermediary bodies that will drive industry-led, public-private partner-

ships to prepare a bigger pipeline of tech professionals.  

Finally, the CHANCE in TECH Act would encourage high schools to redouble their career training 

efforts, ensuring students are provided with a strong STEM and IT career tech curriculum and 

diverse career pathway counseling that aligns to recognized tech career cluster pathways.

Why is this tech specific? Does it have to be?

The proposal is tech specific because our industry cuts across nearly all other industries and 

touches every corner of the country. The gross output of the technology sector exceeds that 

of the legal services industry, automotive industry, airline industry, motion picture industry, 

hospitality industry, and restaurant industry, to name just a few examples. Additionally, tech 

skills are highly transferrable, as 80% of tech jobs are standard to related jobs in healthcare, 

manufacturing, financial services, and much more.  The proposal is not an “either/or” idea, but 

rather a foundation that other industries can emulate or build upon.

CHANCE in TECH - Frequently Asked Questions 
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Isn’t this just another program to expand the government?

No. The CHANCE in TECH Act is a public-private partnership that is industry-led. Too often  

government programs are “top down” and don’t do enough to address industry concerns.

Is this stand-alone legislation, or will it amend existing legislation?

The CHANCE in TECH Act could be effective on its own or as an amendment to existing leg-

islation. How Congress decides to consider the proposal is less important than its efforts to 

address very real problems surrounding American apprenticeships.

Does the CHANCE in TECH Act impact education (Perkins Act), labor (WIOA), or both?

Both. Employers and employees don’t see a difference, nor do they care, that Congress has 

erected arbitrary lines to separate education and labor issues. In an age when these lines are 

blurred, and upskilling workers is critical to jumpstarting job and economic growth, it would 

be shortsighted to limit our proposal to just one bucket of issues. The CHANCE in TECH Act is a 

holistic approach to a very serious problem.

Where will the funding come from?

How this proposal is paid for should be left up to policymakers. We simply want to highlight a 

few very important problems with registered apprenticeships and put forth a simple solution 

to fix them.

With so many proposals to cut discretionary spending is it realistic to advocate for a  

program like the CHANCE Act?

As the voice of the information technology industry, CompTIA has an obligation to ensuring 

our domestic pipeline of workers is deep and job-ready. It is in our best interest – and the 

nation’s – to upskill Americans to ensure the United States remains a hub for upward mobility 

and innovation.

CHANCE in TECH - Frequently Asked Questions 
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CompTIA 2017 Federal Policy Priorities

ADVANCE TAX & REGULATORY POLICIES THAT SPUR INNOVATION AND GROW 
OUR ECONOMY

The U.S. technology industry is a $1 trillion market and employs approximately 5.7 million 

Americans.   Fiscal discipline and targeted funding for investments in innovation are essential 

to continue economic growth.  We support reasonable tax policies that promote innovation, 

entrepreneurship, and capital investment.

• Create a fair, competitive, balanced tax code encouraging investment and innovation that 

does not adversely affect small businesses, including pass-through entities:

- Lower the corporate tax rate to 25% and adopt a territorial tax system to incentivize com-

panies to repatriate their profits; 

- Create a “patent box” to encourage companies to invest in domestic intellectual property;

- Make the “CFC Look-Through Rule” permanent to give U.S. based companies tax-planning 

certainty needed to compete in a global marketplace; and

- Make compliance simplification a key aspect of tax reform.

• Ensure simplicity and fairness in interstate taxation:

- Interstate sales tax legislation should not result in additional compliance burden to  

businesses, and any legislation should include a small business exemption; 

- Reduce compliance burdens on today’s digital workforce by enacting the “Mobile  

Workforce State Income Tax Simplification Act;”

- Support certainty in sales tax applications by enacting the “Digital Goods and Services 

Tax Fairness Act;” and

- Support fairness in interstate business activities by enacting the “Business Activity Tax 

Simplification Act.” 

LEAD IN SECURE INTERNET-BASED PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES  

Economic expansion in IT rests on the creation of new and innovative business models that 

leverage Internet-based platforms that are trusted, secure and accessible. We support com-

mon sense data and cybersecurity policies that secure our networks and promote responsible 

use of consumer data so the technology experience can continue to expand and improve.

• Enhance national cybersecurity and critical infrastructure protection through support for an 

environment that fosters real time threat sharing between the government and the private 

sector and addresses the bad actors: 

- Support an incentive-based voluntary approach to cybersecurity (articulated in Executive 

Order 13636 and its directive to the National Institute of Standards and Technologies 

(NIST) to develop a framework) that utilizes industry best practices and promotes  

voluntary adoption; and 

- Establish greater penalties for cybercriminals to deter and combat bad actors, and punish 

criminals.

2017 Federal Policy Priorities
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• Support a national standard for data breach notification that pre-empts the patchwork of 

state laws to allow entities to focus on notification and resolving the breach instead of com-

pliance with a myriad of conflicting laws;

• Develop sensible definitions around nascent technologies such as biometrics and geoloca-

tion to ensure neutrality while still allowing for technological advancements; 

• Encourage Congress to support industry-led standards for consumer data security and 

privacy for both IoT devices and the broader tech industry as opposed to passing legislation 

mandating specific regulations on data collection, usage and storage; 

• Support continued innovation in encryption technologies and working with Congress and 

law enforcement to establish frameworks for securing data while exploring collaborative 

approaches to helping law enforcement keep Americans safe; and

• Support surveillance reforms to continue to rebuild trust across the Atlantic and promote 

even enforcement of the GDPR and continued renewal of the EU-U.S. Privacy shield.

SUPPORT NEW AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS THROUGH 
THOUGHTFUL POLICIES 

Advancements in cloud computing, mobility, machine to machine (M2M), and unified com-

munications platforms; the growing commercial significance of unmanned aerial vehicles; 

and other applications such as mobile payments are rapidly creating new opportunities for 

economic advancement while also raising a host of new public policy considerations.

• Work to establish the investment, regulatory and legal environment that will allow broader 

adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT):

- Working with the stakeholder community, seek to have the DIGIT Act (S2607) passed by 

Congress;

- Working with the stakeholder community, continue to develop and strengthen the DHS 

and NIST IOT Security Frameworks; and  

- Working within the NTIA IOT Security Updatability working groups, seek a common set of 

IOT related standards.

• Work with the CompTIA stakeholder community to seek legislation that would reconstitute 

the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment; 

• Work with the CompTIA stakeholder community to help define and advocate for the role of 

smart technology in the 21st century infrastructure ecosystem;

• Working with the smart community stakeholder community, continue to seek advancements 

that will lead to more widespread adoption of smart technology products and services; 

• Seek policy advancements and best practices around cloud, mobility, big data, open data and 

data analytics (privacy, breach, R&D, and cybersecurity). Continue to support and collaborate 

with the Big Data Regional Innovation Hubs;

• While remaining mindful of legitimate privacy and safety implications, resist over-regulation 

of unmanned aerial vehicles that would unnecessarily curtail legitimate commercial uses; and

• Monitor the ongoing discussions on artificial intelligence and automation as they pertain to 

both the 21st century technology workforce and the Internet of Things.

2017 Federal Policy Priorities
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SUPPORT SKILLS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY WORKFORCE

CompTIA uniquely sits at the intersection of innovation, education and economic growth. We 

support policies that expand life-long education in the computer sciences and basic IT skills, 

and promote a skilled workforce that spurs job growth and our ability to compete globally.  

• Prioritize workforce development and CTE programs;

• Advocate for policies that emphasize early academic support for science, technology, 

engineering, and math (STEM) instruction and carry these efforts through higher education 

institutions, to prepare students and workers for lifelong learning opportunities; 

• Support the reasonable use and responsible stewardship of student data by schools, dis-

tricts, and service providers, such as analyzing student data to deliver personalized learning 

experiences and improve products for use;

• Support and develop initiatives that encourage minorities, veterans and under-represented 

communities to pursue IT career paths;

• Recognize that the ability to recruit and retain the strongest workforce means supporting an 

inclusive workplace – one that welcomes people of all faiths, race, ethnicity, sexual orienta-

tion and gender identity. This is a matter of fairness and strength of our democracy.  

• Ensure the government workforce has necessary IT security skills: 

- Support the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education; 

- Seek adequate awareness support and funding for government IT workforce training and 

certification; and

- Support the U.S. Cyber Challenge.

• Support high-skilled immigration reform:

- Increase green cards for high-skilled STEM graduates;

- Create new visas for U.S. educated students and entrepreneurs;

- Adopt market-based visa caps; and

- Grow domestic sources of talent through support of STEM at all levels of education.

ADDRESS AVAILABILITY AND DELIVERY OF BROADBAND COMMUNICATIONS

The Internet is the infrastructure of the global economy. To ensure innovation, economic 

growth and social interaction, it is imperative that we keep the Internet open, encourage 

deployment of new, faster broadband networks and find ways to get more Americans online. 

• Support policies that improve broadband competition and the growth of IoT by removing 

barriers to the deployment of broadband infrastructure, including wireless infrastructure 

such as small cells;

• Promote policies to get more Americans online and to increase broadband adoption; and

• Advocate for policies to make more spectrum available for both licensed and unlicensed 

use to support 5G and IoT. Specifically, advocate for implementing incentives to encourage 

government spectrum users to share, sell or lease their spectrum.

2017 Federal Policy Priorities
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Education Investments: 
Bringing Tech to the Classroom

THE ISSUE:  

The National Center for Education Statistics reports that there are 49.8 million students enrolled 

in elementary and secondary schools in Fall 2014 – 35.1 million in PreK through grade 8 and 14.7 

million in grades 9 through 12. Private school enrollment for Fall 2014 stands at 5 million students. 

Additionally, the U.S. Department of Education estimates that there are 1.8 million students that 

are homeschooled. This represents 3.4 percent of the school age population. 

According to the CompTIA report, The Changing Classroom: Perspectives from Students and 

Educators on the Roll of Technology in the Classroom, technology occupies a central place in the 

classroom and its importance is only growing. CompTIA’s survey of educators found that 6 out of 

10 believe that technology will be very important to the education process two years from now, 

up from 41 percent that value tech that much today. The same report surveyed middle and high 

school students and found that only 9 percent feel that there is little or no technology used in 

their schools. The majority of students would like to see more technology used in their class-

rooms and, accordingly, 78 percent of K-12 teachers have significant or moderate involvement in 

technology decisions at their school.

Technology is a powerful tool to improve education outcomes of students in K-12 and higher 

education, and the technology industry recognizes the importance of these budget line items.  

Investments in classroom technology will prepare students for success in a 21st Century 

 digital-age workforce and will enable them to learn in new and creative ways not available  

to previous generations of students.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports ConnectEd, an initiative from the White House that will bring 99 percent of 

all students into contact with a broadband network by 2018. This connection of all schools to a 

broadband network, will allow students to connect to the internet and engage in new learning 

opportunities regardless of socio-economic position or where they reside.

CompTIA believes in tech funding for all levels of education from P-20 to ensure that a proper 

infrastructure is in place and allow for the development of the nation’s future workforce. 

Funding for CTE curriculum in schools, as well as math and science, is necessary so students  

may have the requisite building blocks for secondary and higher education pathways that will 

eventually lead to talent in the tech workforce.
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STEM Education

THE ISSUE:

Currently the World Economic Forum ranks the U.S. as 48th in the world in the quality of math 

and science education in schools. Without concentration on STEM subjects, the U.S. may be 

short as many as 3 million high-skilled workers by 2018. Two-thirds of those jobs will require at 

least some post-secondary education. If we are to strengthen our global competitiveness, and 

succeed as a nation, we must begin to emphasize these subjects from an early age to ensure 

interest and manage the pipeline of talent from kindergarten through entry-level employment.

STEM education is more important than ever as technology jobs are a more prevalent and integral 

part of the U.S. workforce. Further, more jobs in the tech sector exist than there is talent to fill 

those jobs. CompTIA wants to ensure that future members of the workforce are well educated 

and prepared for jobs in the field by basing curriculum foundations on STEM subjects.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports elementary and secondary educational institutions making STEM subjects 

the fundamental building blocks of their curriculum. With these subjects as a foundation, 

children will be able learn the subjects that are quickly becoming (and in many cases, have 

already become) the basis of a highly-skilled economy in the U.S. Science and math have 

historically been geared toward a specific segment of the population and CompTIA advocates 

that all children be exposed to these critical subjects. We also support an emphasis in the “T” 

in STEM with an increased focus on technology and providing more opportunities to further 

this skill set in the classroom. 
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Student Data Privacy

THE ISSUE:

The connection between education and technology is increasingly robust, and the responsi-

ble but effective use of student information can improve learning outcomes and preparation 

for the global marketplace. Yet this can only happen if there is shared trust and a workable 

framework amongst students, parents, educational institutions and technology providers. 

Policymakers must be apprised of the facts and principles behind tech in the classroom in 

order to ensure that policies are smartly targeted and do not lead to unnecessary barriers to 

digital learning and success. 

For example, public schools employ roughly 3.1 million full-time teachers as of fall 2014, 

according to the National Center for Education Statistics. Classroom teachers wield consid-

erable influence in terms of technology adoption in the classroom, albeit to the extent that 

funding is in place to support their IT requests. 

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

Educational technology allows students to learn in ways never before seen. In today’s digital 

age, students can use the same technological platforms they use in everyday life to advance 

their studies and embrace new concepts. CompTIA supports the responsible use and steward-

ship of student data by K-12 classrooms, districts, and service providers, including analyzing 

student data to deliver personalized learning experiences and improve products for use. 

CompTIA believes the below guidelines should be followed in any policy regarding student 

data privacy:

• Prohibition of the sale of student data to third parties for advertising purposes.

• Clear, universal definitions of regulated information such as “personally identifiable  

information” and “targeted advertising.”

• Ensuring that legislation protects students but not at the expense of technology in the 

classroom.

• Allows use of recommendation engines to empower students who may be struggling.

• Allows for communication between providers and teachers, administration and district  

level employees on student data. 
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Workforce Development

THE ISSUE:

Jobs in the field of information technology (IT) are plentiful. Yet the IT industry—and tech 

industry as a whole—often struggle to fill vacancies because of a lack of qualified applicants. 

To help close this skills gap, education, training and career placement programs are necessary 

elements to successful workforce development programs and policies in the U.S.

Strong workforce development programs and policies are critical to our national and economic  

security. However, many workforce training programs fail to include a job-placement or 

on-the-job-experience component in their models, instead producing trained individuals with 

no subsequent employment path. Research through CompTIA’s Creating IT Futures Foundation 

found that the most successful job training programs in the U.S. also incorporate job placement.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports the following types of learning and training programs to help close the IT 

skills gap:

• Job Training and Placement Programs: These programs help unemployed and under-em-

ployed individuals gain their first jobs in the tech field. Jobs in the tech field have above 

average wages and lead to long-term careers. 

• Work-Based Learning: We support policies that allow students to contextualize the class-

room learning by gaining work experience and simultaneously earning credits toward a 

degree (both for high school and that can be applied toward a post-secondary degree). 

Apprenticeships, for example, give people the knowledge and skills needed for successful 

careers and connect people and industry to on-the-job experience opportunities. 

• Career and Technical Education (CTE) and Certification Programs: To achieve a skilled 

workforce, we must go beyond solely relying on traditional baccalaureate and postgradu-

ate degrees. These play a critical role in our ecosystem, but community colleges and other 

post-secondary institutions, along with industry-recognized credentials, are also instrumen-

tal partners and tools that should be utilized. Industry-recognized credentials are a valuable 

tool for both the employer and the employee. According to CompTIA research, industry- 

recognized certifications are a priority to 86 percent of hiring managers. Well-trained tech 

professionals are more confident that the skills they possess are appropriate and useful 

for their responsibilities and can be expected to perform assigned tasks more consistently, 

increasing reliability and overall organizational execution.
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Immigration Reform

THE ISSUE: 

Our current immigration system is broken and causing the U.S. to lag in a competitive global 

marketplace for talent. By not addressing the failings of our immigration system we are 

threatening our future productivity, ingenuity and the competitiveness of key sectors of  

our economy.

The brightest scientists, researchers, innovators and engineers in the world, whether American 

or foreign-born, will always be in demand and will always drive economic growth and job  

creation. U.S. employers, be they small businesses or large multinationals, must be able to  

recruit and retain highly-educated foreign-born professionals – particularly after they  

graduate from a U.S. university – as an important complement to domestic sources of talent. 

The reality is that 50 percent or more of those graduating from U.S. universities at the master’s 

and Ph.D. levels in STEM fields are foreign nationals.

Future growth and job creation will be led by innovation, whether it’s new technologies, 

new cures or new sources of energy. For every foreign STEM worker who stays in the U.S, and 

works, an additional three jobs are created. America does not have a monopoly on brainpow-

er, and in an increasingly competitive global environment, we have to retain the talent that 

will keep us leading worldwide innovation. 

America benefits from the contributions of highly-educated, entrepreneurial professionals, 

regardless of where they were born. More than 40 percent of Fortune 500 companies were 

founded in part by immigrants, or children of immigrants. Iconic American companies – and 

major employers – such as Intel, Sun Microsystems, eBay, Yahoo! and Google were all founded, 

at least in part, by foreign nationals.
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WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports a number of policies to address job creation in the technology sector, 

focused on both international and domestic talent:

• Increase Green Cards for High-Skilled STEM Graduates: CompTIA supports increased access 

to Green Cards for high-skilled STEM graduates by expanding the exemptions and eliminat-

ing the annual per country limits for employment based Green Cards.

• Create New Visas for U.S. Educated Students and Entrepreneurs: These new visas will help 

fill the thousands of IT-related jobs currently open, furthering opportunities for starting and 

growing new businesses in the U.S.

• Market-based Visa Caps: Using market-based caps on H1B visas are the best way to adjust to 

the supply and demand in the U.S. economy. 

• Growing Domestic Sources of Talent: CompTIA, our member companies and our affiliated 

Creating IT Futures Foundation are strongly committed to improving U.S. STEM education 

and encouraging more young Americans to choose careers in those fields. Key to that effort 

is encouraging federal, state and local investment in STEM curriculum for students from 

kindergarten through high school with a structured pipeline to higher education.
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Cyber Workforce

THE ISSUE: 

Our nation’s cybersecurity workforce is critical to our national and economic security, and 

to the day-to-day safety of our citizens. We must invest in our workforce today in order to 

improve our current economic standing and to plan for tomorrow. 

The private sector and the federal government are struggling to recruit and retain the talent 

they need to protect against and respond to these attacks.  According to Cyberseek, “every 

year in the U.S. there are 128,000 openings for Information Security Analysts, but only 88,000 

workers currently employed in those positions – a talent shortfall of 40,000 workers for  

cybersecurity’s largest job.”

In July 2016, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) released a memo outlining a Federal 

Workforce Strategy as it relates to the cybersecurity. According to the memo, “these cyber 

threats demonstrate the need for critical security tools, and equally as important, the need to 

employ the Federal civilian cybersecurity workforce with the necessary knowledge, skills, and 

abilities to use those tools to enhance the security of the Federal digital infrastructure and 

improve the ability to detect and respond to cyber incidents when they occur.” 

One obstacle to a better cybersecurity workforce is the lack of a known career path into the 

field of cybersecurity. Industry-recognized certifications are one part of the solution needed 

to professionalize our cyber workforce. The federal government is working to standardize its 

cyber job titles and descriptions across the various agencies to assist in recruitment. This  

is a key effort to help align job definitions, and identify not only what cyber jobs are filled,  

but also what gaps exist. Once this standardization takes places, it will help the federal  

government in its cybersecurity hiring practices.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports expanding and enhancing our Federal cyber workforce by all means nec-

essary. This is absolutely an instance of where government can lead. This includes: updating 

our existing laws to ensure that government can use authorized and appropriated funds to 

build out its cyber workforce; eliminating unnecessary roadblocks to recruitment of cyber 

professionals; expanding the governments use of industry-recognized credentials as a way of 

professionalizing the cyber workforce, and; ensuring that all future cyber workforce legisla-

tion includes avenues for both training and certification

We also support the “Cybersecurity Sprint” launched by OMB in 2015, which is designed to 

rapidly improve cybersecurity across the Federal Government. This “sprint” included a review 

that revealed that the vast majority of Federal agencies cite a lack of cybersecurity and IT 

talent as a major resource constraint that impacts their ability to protect information and 

assets; and, there are a number of existing Federal initiatives to address this challenge, but 

implementation and awareness of these programs are inconsistent.

Lastly, we encourage policy makers and all audiences to use Cyberseek, a partnership be-

tween CompTIA, Burning Glass and the National Institute for Science and Technology (NIST) to 

create a new interactive website that provides multiple audiences with detailed, actionable 

data about supply and demand in the cybersecurity job market. 
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Internet of Things (IoT)

THE ISSUE: 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a series of smart devices connected to one another and to 

analytics and hosting platforms via the internet. As the IoT continues to grow, both challeng-

es and opportunities will arise. Central to the continued growth of IoT are policy principles 

that are transparent on privacy issues, highlight security in the IoT lifecycle, and stress open 

standards.

The world is in the midst of a dramatic transformation from isolated systems to internet-en-

abled devices that can network and communicate with each other and the cloud. This new re-

ality is being driven by the convergence of increasingly connected devices, computer and data 

economics, and the proliferation and acceleration of cloud and big data analytics. This shift in 

technology is generating unprecedented opportunities for the U.S. public and private sectors 

to develop new services, enhance productivity and efficiency, improve real-time decision mak-

ing, solve critical societal problems, and develop new and innovative user experiences.

According to the CompTIA Sizing Up the Internet of Things report, projections estimate 50.1 

billion connected devices by the year 2020 and $1.9 trillion in global economic value-add. 

The dramatic rise in computing power and storage capacity offered at ever-lower prices, 

coupled with the miniaturization of sensors and chips, robust wireless networks, IPv6, and a 

software-defined world, to name a few enabling factors, make this iteration of the Internet 

different than prior eras. The information being generated by IoT devices has the ability to 

connect everything to everything else. Not just communication between the different devices, 

but across industries. 

In January 2015, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) released a wide-ranging report on IoT that 

urged tech companies to build security into their products and services from the outset, to 

minimize data collection and give consumers more notice and choice about how their data 

will be used. Although the FTC isn’t yet asking for its guidelines to be backed by specific legis-

lation, its report does describe a few security practices for which the commission will apply to 

assess growing IoT companies. Over the past year, Congress has taken several positive steps to 

help facilitate the IoT discussion. In April 2016, the “Developing Innovation and Growing the In-

ternet of Things” (DIGIT) Act was passed out of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, 

and Transportation. Also in April 2016, Rep. Leonard Lance (NJ-7) introduced H.Res 195- calling 

for a national strategy on IoT. In May, the House Energy and Commerce Committee established 

a bipartisan IoT working group.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA urges policy makers and regulators to tread lightly in this space, which is still in 

an early stage of development, so that innovation and the attendant societal benefits will 

continue to flourish. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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• Regulatory and Legislative Moderation: CompTIA supports a federal strategy for IoT that 

harmonizes guidelines for IoT devices across all agencies and industries. To accomplish this, 

Congress must pass legislation that will direct one agency to lead the discussion (the DIGIT 

Act, for example, would place the Department of Commerce in this role). Congress should, 

however, avoid broad legislation regulating IoT, particularly regarding privacy and data secu-

rity practices. We already have federal and state privacy and data security laws on the books, 

and passing IoT-specific legislation at this point in time will only serve to stifle innovation 

in a nascent industry. Instead, multi-stakeholder groups involving actors from government 

and industry should work together to develop guidelines and industry best practices in this 

space based on existing privacy and data security laws and frameworks. 

• Broadband: CompTIA supports the deployment of a robust broadband infrastructure to sup-

port the IoT. To accomplish this, we need support from federal, state and local governments 

to assist in facilitating broadband deployment (see our Broadband Deployment one-pager 

for more detail).

• Spectrum: To support the growth in IoT devices, CompTIA believes that the federal govern-

ment needs to make more spectrum available for both licensed and unlicensed use without 

placing technology-specific restrictions on how it can be used (see our Spectrum one-pager 

for more detail). 

• Privacy & Data Security: Congress should avoid broad IoT-specific legislation regarding 

companies’ privacy and data security practices. Multiple federal and state privacy and data 

security laws and guidelines are already on the books and provide a sufficient framework to 

regulate IoT at this time. That said, industry can and should lead with respect to “design by 

security” and risk mitigation to provide businesses, government and citizens with maximum 

trust in IoT.

• Standards: We support a multi-stakeholder approach for setting voluntary IoT standards for 

interoperability. We are concerned that without agreed-upon standards, we could encounter 

a problematic piecemeal regulatory approach that stifles innovation in the industry.

• Research & Development: We support a federal government position that emphasizes 

research and development in the form of federal grants to help facilitate public-private part-

nerships. Of particular interest are grants focusing on cyber related IoT R&D. 

• Governance: A key component of the federal IoT ecosystem is a well-structured governance 

model. Following the Senate’s DIGIT Act, we support a governance structure which is led by 

the Department of Commerce, which incorporates all the federal agency stakeholders.
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Immigration Reform

THE ISSUE:

A smart community uses information and communications technology (ICT) to enhance its 

livability, workability and sustainability. It collects information about itself using sensors, 

devices or other systems, and sends the data to an analytics system to understand what’s 

happening now and what’s likely to happen next.

While communities are making progress toward improving living standards and social and 

environmental sustainability, the impact can be limited by narrow project scopes and obso-

lete systems. Communities can accelerate and enhance the results of their efforts by adopting 

a smart community approach with supporting technologies. Many already are. According to 

a CompTIA research brief, Building Smarter Communities, 11 percent of government entities 

claim to have a formal IoT initiative underway, while 25 percent report some type of pilot proj-

ect in the works. Many of these early stage efforts can be characterized as smart community 

initiatives, a sub-segment of the broader IoT trend.

There is vast potential to provide smart community benefits to a larger number of citizens and 

those benefits are immense. First, is the potential to empower citizens, allowing access to unparal-

leled services provided by local government. These services — spanning several different sectors 

including transportation, energy, water management and public safety — have the potential to be 

transformational to the citizen while creating significant efficiencies for the community.

Another is the creation of new jobs. As communities grow their smart technology and services 

capabilities, there are several emerging employment opportunity sectors:

• Infrastructure: Communities will need to have large teams to help deploy the vast array of 

sensors that will constitute the Internet of Things (IoT) smart city ecosystem.

• Cybersecurity: With internet-connected sensors, best-in-class cybersecurity solutions and 

applications are an absolute necessity. A well-trained workforce will need to implement the 

cyber solutions across the infrastructure ecosystem. (A recent survey of government IT profes-

sionals found that 98 percent believed that “smart communities are at risk of cyber-attack.”)

• Analytics: An immense amount of data coming off the IoT sensors will need to be analyzed.  

Local governments will need to beef up their analytical capabilities in order to ensure that 

citizens gain the most benefits from the analyzed data.

 WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS:

Continued investment in smart communities will help drive economic growth, drive innovation, 

help create jobs, promote citizen services, while increasing the adoption of smart technology 

products and services. We are strongly supportive of smart communities investments by the 

Federal government, most recently the $40-Million-Department of Transportation smart city 

challenge. We encourage the incoming Administration to pursue the next smart community 

“grand challenge”, which should be focused on smart water infrastructure management. We 

support the introduction of the first ever Smart Communities Bill during the next Congress. We 

also support the creation of a Congressional Smart Communities Caucus, to help facilitate the 

adoption of the recommendations that are found in the Smart Communities Bill. 
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Encourage Broadband Deployment 
and Improve Broadband Access

THE ISSUE: 

The internet is at the heart of today’s global economy, but many Americans still don’t have ac-

cess to “broadband” internet under the FCC’s new definition of 25 Mbps up and 3 Mbps down, 

and most Americans don’t have a choice of broadband providers. Additionally, the rapidly-ex-

panding IoT market necessitates a robust broadband infrastructure to support it. 

According to the FCC’s 2016 Broadband Report, 34 million Americans (10 percent) live in areas 

unserved by broadband, down from 55 million in 2015. Most of those people (23 million) live 

in rural areas where 39 percent of the population doesn’t have broadband access. Only 38 

percent of Americans live in a household with access to more than one broadband provider. 

Deploying broadband infrastructure is a massive undertaking, one that requires significant 

up-front investment that companies may not recoup for decades. And yet, deployment is 

made even more difficult by regulatory barriers at every step of the process. These barriers to 

deployment keep companies from investing more into infrastructure, and potentially keep 

new entrants from entering the market. Competition is the key to better broadband access, 

and to increase competition, government should be encouraging private investment, not 

discouraging it.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

At the local, state and federal levels, government should work to remove regulatory barriers 

to broadband deployment. Specifically, CompTIA supports:

• Improved and Consistent Access to Local Utility Poles and Rights of Way: Deploying broad-

band networks is expensive enough without companies having to navigate mountains of red 

tape and pay extraordinary costs for necessary access to utility poles and rights of way. At 

the federal level, a set of model practices for state and local governments should be issued 

to encourage deployment. At the state and local level, governments should work with broad-

band providers, not against them, to encourage deployment. Consistent practices across 

(and within) states would also improve predictability. 

• Transparency About Existing Infrastructure: Information about existing broadband infrastruc-

ture is often hard to find, incomplete, and inconsistent across communities and states. We 

would encourage the creation of both national and local databases for this information, which 

would save broadband providers time and money when trying to deploy infrastructure.

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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• Dig-once Policies: Dig-once policies, which refer to coordination between government agen-

cies that provides opportunities for broadband deployment when roads are excavated for 

other reasons, help lower costs for deployment and minimize disruption time. On the Federal 

level, we would encourage the Department of Transportation’s Federal Highway Administra-

tion to adopt a dig-once policy for federal highways. We would similarly encourage state and 

local governments to develop such policies.

• Permanent Extension of Bonus Depreciation: An additional 50 percent bonus depreciation 

allows for companies to more quickly receive tax benefits for investment in property such 

as broadband infrastructure. Bonus depreciation reduces the risk of long-term investments 

because it accelerates payment recovery time and thus lowers the average cost of capital for 

long-term assets. A permanent extension would thus provide companies with more certainty 

about their ability to recover costs on investments like broadband infrastructure, which 

can take decades to recoup. More certainty would incent companies to make these types of 

major investments.
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Free Up Spectrum for Innovation, 
Rural Broadband, and the IoT

THE ISSUE: 

Wireless broadband use has skyrocketed in recent years, and demand for wireless data is  

expected to continue to grow exponentially in the coming years. Wireless speeds are  

increasing too, and in some rural areas, it may be a better long-term solution to broadband 

access than wireline broadband. However, there simply is not enough available spectrum to 

meet this coming demand, even as unlicensed spectrum begins to carry more and more of the 

wireless traffic. The growth of the Internet of Things market is creating even more demand for 

spectrum, and the number of IoT devices in use will continue to increase.

Auctioning more spectrum licenses alone cannot meet the ever-growing demand for day. 

Unlicensed spectrum is an essential complement to licensed spectrum. It is used for Wi-Fi, 

Bluetooth, offloading wireless traffic, and providing broadband in rural areas. It also allows 

companies who cannot afford to purchase spectrum licenses to use spectrum in new and 

innovative ways. There are no incentives in place currently to encourage federal agencies  

to share their spectrum.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

Congress, the FCC, NTIA and other government agencies must do everything within their 

power to make more spectrum available for both licensed and unlicensed use. Specifically, 

CompTIA supports:

• More Federal Spectrum Available for Both Licensed & Unlicensed Use Without Technology- 

Specific Restrictions on its Use: The Federal Government is the largest holder of spectrum 

suitable for wireless use, and even they will admit that they are not using their spectrum 

efficiently. Clearing and auctioning spectrum (as we saw in the AWS auction) is one effective 

way to get spectrum to market, but it is too costly in many situations. We must come up with 

new, creative ways to get government spectrum in the hands of those who need it most, be 

it for licensed or unlicensed use, without placing technology-specific restrictions on how it 

may be used. 

• Moving Forward on 5 GHz: The FCC has already made great strides on freeing up unlicensed 

spectrum in the 5 GHz band, but there is more work to be done. The FCC should continue to 

work towards making spectrum available for unlicensed use in the U-NII-2 and U-NII-4 bands.

• Continuing to Pave the Way for 5G: The FCC took a major step towards making 5G a reality 

with their Spectrum Frontiers Order, which opened nearly 11 GHz of licensed and unlicensed 

spectrum for flexible-use wireless broadband, but there is still work to be done. The Commis-

sion is considering opening additional spectrum bands for such use in the future, and they 

should continue down this path. 
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Affiliate Nexus

THE ISSUE:  

The debate around taxing internet sales across state lines is likely to continue. In September 

2016, the Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, Congressman Bob Goodlatte (R-VA), 

released a  discussion draft of the Online Sales Simplification Act of 2016 (OSSA), which differs 

significantly from the Remote Transactions Parity Act introduced by Congressman Jason Chaf-

fetz (R-UT) and the Marketplace Fairness Act. 

The proposed Online Sales Simplification Act (OSSA) is a hybrid system, which would collect 

sales taxes at a single rate of the state where the consumer resides, but remit those taxes to 

the state where the seller is located. The bill removes the Quill physical presence requirements 

for sales tax collection obligations under certain circumstances. States may impose sales tax 

on remote sales IF the state is the origin state and it participates in a statutory clearinghouse 

AND the tax uses the origin state base and the destination state rate for participating states 

(the origin state rate is used if the destination state does not participate in the clearinghouse). 

A remote seller will only have to remit the tax to its origin state for all remote sales. A destina-

tion state may only have one statewide rate for remote sales. Only the origin state may audit 

a seller for remote sales. States that do not participate in the clearinghouse have significant 

restrictions on the ability to extract the tax from the remote seller.

However, while congress is still debating a national approach, sales tax nexus legislation is 

emerging as a national trend with over half the country considering some form of legislation, 

which is similar to that outlined in the Federal Marketplace Fairness Act. With little action at 

the Federal level and Justice Kennedy’s recent opinion in DMA v. Brohl, in which he suggests 

that Quill may no longer represent the appropriate nexus standard for sales tax collection, 

states are attempting to challenge Quill by introducing state specific legislation. In an effort 

to collect state sales taxes for online remote transactions, a number of legislative proposals 

would require all remote sellers to collect sales taxes and remit them the state where the 

consumer resides. 

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS:

CompTIA supports solutions that would (1) not increase the compliance burden on medium 

and small businesses, (2) not create systems that would force sellers to abandon internet sales 

into other states, (3) continue to foster on-line commerce, (4) create a small seller exemption for 

small business, and (5) protect businesses from new and costly regulations or taxes. 
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Digital Goods & Services

THE ISSUE: 

According to recent data, eighty-seven percent of Americans are using the internet and over 

200 million Internet users will make an online purchase this year alone. The digital economy 

continues to play a strong role in both the growth of the Internet and the ability for businesses 

to better deliver digital goods and services. 

The digital marketplace is the foundation of our economy. To ensure this marketplace 

continues to grow and foster innovation, we strongly support the Digital Goods and Ser-

vices Tax Fairness Act (H.R. 1643). This legislation will prevent hurdles to growth and create 

a much-needed tax framework that will provide certainty to consumers, providers of digital 

goods, and state/local governments, while preventing duplicative and discriminatory taxes.

CompTIA opposes taxes on digital products. However, for those jurisdictions that have opted 

to impose these taxes, we recognize the need to provide consistency and simplicity across 

state borders. A clear and uniformed standard is needed to ensure that a single purchase is 

sourced in only one state. Multiple jurisdictions taxing the same good or service is unaccept-

able as it drives up costs for consumers and stifles innovation.  

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports legislation such as the Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act. This leg-

islation would (i) provide consistency in determining which jurisdiction can tax a transaction 

(at the appropriate sales tax rate), and (ii) prohibit unfair and unrelated discriminatory taxes. 

The Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act addresses our concerns by accomplishing two 

key objectives:

• First, the legislation sources the purchase of a digital good or service to the consumer’s 

home address (not the location of the consumer at the time of downloading a product 

or the location of the server). Therefore, only one state would have the ability to tax the 

transaction – if that state chose to do so. Congress took a similar approach in 2000 when 

it passed the Mobile Telecom Sourcing Act, which sourced wireless and mobile telecom-

munications services to the consumer’s home address to eliminate confusion around 

which taxing jurisdiction had the right to tax wireless services.

• Secondly, the legislation would prohibit discriminatory taxes. If a state decides to tax a 

downloadable song, for example, the rate should be the same as if that same song was 

purchased in a “brick and mortar” store. Prohibiting discriminatory taxes simply brings 

parity between digital products and their tangible counterparts. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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As the digital economy continues to play a major role in our economic growth, Congress 

should establish a clear and uniformed framework that prevents the potential for confusion 

or – even worse – duplicative taxation. Consumers and providers alike deserve certainty and 

H.R. 1643 provides that for all stakeholders. 

Consistent with our support for the Digital Goods and Services Tax Fairness Act, CompTIA calls 

on states to reject new taxes on electronically transferred digital products and electronically 

delivered services such as data processing, hosting and related services. Such a broad expan-

sion of the sales tax base to include electronically transferred goods and services, particularly 

those that are actually business inputs, is bad public policy and will result in multiple and 

discriminatory taxation. 
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Mobile Workforce

THE ISSUE: 

Some states are imposing income taxes on non-residents after very brief work-related stays. 

This makes tax compliance more complicated for individuals and their employers; it also 

deters business-related travel. 

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports H.R. 2315/S. 386, the Mobile Workforce State Income Tax Simplification Act 

of 2015, which would establish a national standard for state income taxation of non-residents. 

The House of Representatives passed this legislation on September 21, 2016. This legislation 

would allow employee wages or compensation to be taxed only by the (i) state of the employee’s 

residence, and (ii) the state within which the employee is present and performing employment 

duties for more than 30 days during the calendar year.

Employees who are required to move from state to state should not be required to file and 

pay state income taxes for brief periods of work, i.e., 30 days or less. This legislation does not 

exempt the employee from state taxes; it simply provides that only the employee’s state of 

residence or any state in which the employee worked for more than 30 days are permitted to 

require the employee to file and remit state taxes.

CompTIA supports legislation at the state level that simplifies nonresident employee and 

employer requirements to report and withhold state income taxes. CompTIA supports the 

balance between the business needs of today’s mobile workforce and each state’s authority 

to determine its own tax law. 
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Business Activity Taxes

THE ISSUE:  

As states seek to maintain or expand both their tax bases and collections, we note ever-increas-

ing attempts by some state taxing authorities to tax interstate transactions. As established by 

the U.S. Supreme Court, the principle requirement allowing a state to require a non-resident 

business to collect and pay over sales and use taxes is “physical nexus.” In Quill Corp. v. North 

Dakota, 504 U.S. 298 (1992), the Court ruled that a state is not permitted to require a non-resident 

seller to collect and remit sales and use taxes, unless that seller has a physical presence in the 

state. Therefore, a business that resides in State A cannot be required by State B to collect and 

remit sales taxes on sales made to customers in State B, unless that business has a real physical 

presence in State B. Commonly, physical presence has been interpreted as having an office or 

place of business in the state, or employing workers that operate within the state.

However, while the Quill decision requires a physical nexus in situations involving sales and 

use taxes, this decision did not specifically address other forms of taxation. Therefore, while 

physical nexus typically determines whether states can collect sales and use tax collections, 

some states are now seeking to ignore this requirement for other forms of taxation – asserting 

that an “economic nexus” is sufficient. Under this theory some states have attempted to tax 

any transaction that has an economic nexus to that state.

Imposition of business activity taxes under the economic nexus theory imposes a particularly 

burdensome regime on the tech industry. For example, a tech company located in State A is 

engaged by a customer in State B to solve a software issue. The tech company has no place of 

business in State B and has never done business in State B; but, without ever entering State 

B, the tech company connects to the customer’s computer via the Internet, the computer is 

repaired, and the customer is billed for this service. Under the economic nexus theory, State B 

could assert that income earned by the tech company is subject to income and franchise taxes 

in State B. Also, because the tech company is a resident and is physically present in State A, 

State A would likewise seek to tax these earnings. 

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS:

CompTIA supports the “Business Activity Tax Simplification Act” which would establish 

consistent rules concerning nexus to (i) expand the federal prohibition against state taxation 

of interstate commerce to include taxation of out-of-state transactions involving all forms of 

property (such as intangible personal property and services) and (ii) prohibit state taxation of 

an out-of-state entity unless such entity has a physical presence in the taxing state.

Before more states move to collect unfair taxes from out-of-state businesses, we urge Congress 

to require distinct physical presence requirements to the taxation of interstate business 

activities. The emergence of a duplicative and overlapping patchwork of state and local tax 

filing and payment requirements will seriously damage America’s business community. It 

would inflict a substantial burden and cost on all businesses with a disproportionate impact 

on small- and medium-sized businesses, especially those engaging in electronic commerce.
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Corporate Tax Reform

THE ISSUE: 

Our system of corporate taxation puts U.S. companies at a competitive disadvantage with 

their global competitors and is in urgent need of an overhaul. The last major tax reform  

occurred in 1986. While many support reform, Congressional debate continues, and timing  

for action remains uncertain.

Therefore, during this debate the technology industry must ensure any corporate tax  

reform proposals treat the technology industry equitably – both large companies, as well  

as small- and medium-sized businesses. Specifically, CompTIA recommends the following 

issues be included in comprehensive corporate tax reform:

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

CompTIA supports several principles within the broader context of corporate tax reform: 

• Lower Corporate Tax Rate: U.S. companies are burdened with a corporate tax rate that is the 

highest among OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries. 

This high corporate tax rate makes U.S. companies less competitive globally. CompTIA supports 

lowering the corporate tax rate to 25percent, without increasing taxes on small- and  

medium-sized businesses.

• Territoriality: The U.S. is one of a handful of developed countries that taxes corporate 

earnings on a global basis. This means that a U.S. company’s foreign earnings are subject to 

U.S. tax when repatriated, increasing the foreign tax rate on these earnings to the U.S. rate. 

CompTIA supports enactment of a territorial international tax system that would remove the 

punitive tax that effectively prevents foreign earnings from being repatriated to the U.S.

• Intellectual Property: CompTIA supports tax policies that foster innovation such as a “patent 

box” to attract and retain domestic IP development and ownership. Such proposals would 

tax “Innovation Box Profits” at a lower rate than the regular corporate rate of 35percent. A 

lower rate of taxation on innovation would encourage companies to continue to invest in 

domestic IP development while remaining competitive globally.

• CFC look-through rule: The territoriality provisions of most other developed countries 

allow domestically-based companies operating abroad to structure their foreign operations 

without the additional home country tax of the sort imposed by the U.S. Subpart F rules. In 

December 2015, the rule was extended through FY20 in the FY16 omnibus. Making the CFC 

look-through rule permanent would allow U.S. based companies to marshal their capital 

outside the U.S. in a way that would enable them to compete on a more level playing field 

with foreign competitors.

• Repatriation of Profits: CompTIA supports legislation that incentivizes U.S.-based companies 

to reinvest profits back into the U.S. by allowing those repatriated profits to be taxed at a 

lower tax rate. This influx of capital back into the U.S. would spur innovation, create jobs, and 

grow the economy. Currently, companies are discouraged from bringing profits back into the 

U.S. because of the high corporate tax rate that would result. 
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Encryption

THE ISSUE:  

Tech companies have widely adopted encryption technologies in recent years to protect data  

in their possession from the reach of hackers and those who might use it for nefarious purposes. 

These protections have occasionally put these companies at odds with the needs of law enforce-

ment, who may seek access to this encrypted data in the course of their investigations.

CompTIA understands the significant challenges faced by law enforcement as they seek to 

protect the interests of this nation and its citizens in today’s digital environment. We believe 

that more financial resources should be provided to law enforcement agencies to recruit able 

technologists and keep pace with the innovative society that we live in. 

Encryption and security cannot, however, be a binary conversation between the technology  

industry and government authorities in law enforcement and national security. The United 

States faces multiple threats from global and domestic criminal elements, authoritarian  

governments, and terrorists. The ability to innovate and provide services to consumers  

depends partly on the public’s faith in the security of data, and these secure data policies  

have ramifications far beyond our national borders. Undermining security could well expose 

citizens (U.S. and global) to financial disruption, physical harm or political persecution. 

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS:

In this context, we must work with the U.S. government to establish frameworks for securing 

data, and explore cooperative approaches to helping law enforcement do its job in securing 

the safety of U.S. citizens. We believe that the principal avenue to achieving this balance must 

be through a voluntary dialogue among the relevant stakeholders. 

The IT industry relies on accepted and trusted standards that protect individual privacy, and 

embraces innovation as a means of growth and competitiveness in a global market. We agree 

with well-respected thought leaders in the intelligence and law enforcement communities 

that believe the growing threat of terrorism can be countered without restricting consumer 

privacy and security or limiting innovation within the industry. We will continue to work with 

industry, consumers, and the government to find meaningful solutions. 
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Data Breach Notification

THE ISSUE: 

There is currently no national standard for how a company must notify its customers in the 

wake of a data breach. Instead, companies must navigate a complex web of 47 different, 

often conflicting, regularly changing state data breach notification laws in the aftermath of a 

breach. With the increasingly mobile and decentralized nature of our economy, data storage 

and dissemination technologies, it can be nearly impossible for companies to determine 

which state laws apply when a breach occurs. The current regulatory landscape not only 

places an immense financial compliance burden on businesses, but also delays the process of 

getting information into the hands of those who need it most: the customers whose data was 

compromised.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

A national standard for data breach notification would provide consumers and businesses 

with consistency and predictability on how consumer notice must be provided. Until  

Congress passes a national standard, CompTIA and its membership continue to advocate  

for the following in breach notice bills: 

• “Harm” Trigger for Acquired Data: The notification requirement should be triggered when 

there is a real risk of actual harm, not a theoretical concept that could lead to over-notifica-

tion about data breaches that aren’t harmful.

• No Private Right of Action: Individuals should not be able to sue companies who have suf-

fered a data breach for actions covered by federal data security and data breach notification 

laws. The businesses who have suffered breaches are victims of criminal activity. 

• Narrow Definition of “Personal Information”: To avoid over notification of consumers and 

unnecessary costs, the definition of “personal information” in the legislation should not 

include information accessible through public records. For example, merely the combination 

of a name, address and birthday should not qualify as personal information. 

• Preemption of State Laws: Any federal data security and data breach notification law should 

preempt state laws and requirements. Without strong preemption language, the compliance 

burden for small businesses will not be alleviated and the effectiveness of any law would be 

significantly undermined.

• Exemption for Use of Technology that Renders Data Unusable or Unreadable: Federal legis-

lation should include an exemption from notification requirements for companies  

who utilize technologies to render data unusable or unreadable. This exemption should  

be technology-neutral.

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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• Limits on Financial Penalties: Massive financial penalties are unwarranted, and could force 

small businesses out of existence. Penalties should be reasonable, and should take into account 

the size of the company that suffered the breach and the type of data that was accessed. 

• No Fixed Data Security Requirements: Data security requirements should not be specifically 

enumerated within the legislation. Instead, the legislation should direct the government to 

work with industry to develop a set of flexible “best practices.” 

• No Over-Burdensome Notification Requirements: Data breach notification legislation 

should avoid overly prescriptive notification requirements. In the event of a breach, companies 

should dedicate their resources to efforts that most directly notify and protect consumers. 

Additional requirements, such as those mandating the creation of call centers or the provi-

sion of credit reports, would divert resources away from small businesses seeking to protect 

and inform their customers. 

• Reasonable Notification Timeframe: Legislation should require a reasonable timeframe for 

notification, which includes allowances for risk assessment without requiring a specific time 

limit that must apply to every case. 

• Take Other Laws into Account: Companies that are subject to other data security and/or 

breach notification laws, such as HIPAA, Gramm-Leach-Bliley or the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 

should be exempt from these requirements.
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Work to Reform the Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)

THE ISSUE: 

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) was originally passed in 1986, when email 

and text messaging were still nascent technologies, and deemed all stored electronic commu-

nications over 180 days old to be “abandoned.” Under ECPA, law enforcement and government 

agencies can acquire these abandoned emails and text messages from a service provider 

without a warrant, simply needing a subpoena to obtain access. The House unanimously 

passed the Email Privacy Act (H.R. 699), an ECPA reform bill, in April 2016, but the bill stalled in 

the Senate Judiciary Committee and hasn’t received a floor vote. 

The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in a 2010 case (U.S. v. Warshak) that, under the 4th 

Amendment, law enforcement must use a warrant to acquire email content from providers. 

Most large email providers are already treating this as the law of the land and refusing to  

comply with subpoenas. Despite asking for an exception to ECPA, the SEC has testified that it 

does not currently obtain emails from service providers, nor has it in recent history.

One email provider has publicly announced they are already complying with approximately 

75percent of emergency requests. Another has said that they have procedures in place to 

comply with most emergency requests within one hour.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS: 

ECPA must be reformed to require government agencies and law enforcement to obtain a war-

rant to compel service providers to disclose the contents of emails, text messages, and other 

private communications stored by a service provider. 

Specifically, CompTIA supports:

• Congress Should Pass the Email Privacy Act as Passed by the House: The Email Privacy Act 

(H.R. 699), which unanimously passed the House in April 2016, was the product of a carefully 

negotiated compromise between industry, public interest groups and House Judiciary Com-

mittee staff. Despite overwhelming support for the bill, several members of the Senate Judi-

ciary Committee derailed it by introducing unrelated amendments opposed by both industry 

and the public interest community. Congress should re-consider this bill early in 2017. 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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• No Civil Agency Exceptions: Some civil agencies, such as the SEC, have asked for an excep-

tion to the warrant requirement because they do not have the ability to issue warrants. Such 

an exception would destroy the benefits gained by ECPA reform. It would erode privacy by 

codifying new powers for civil agencies that they do not already have. Civil agencies can still 

get access to emails and texts by serving subpoenas on users, not service providers.

• No Emergency Exception: Under current practice, the government may request digital con-

tent from providers by declaring an emergency situation. Providers may then decide wheth-

er or not to comply based on the circumstances. However, there has been a push to require 

providers to comply any time the government declares an emergency. This has dangerous 

potential for abuse. Service providers don’t want to be responsible for derailing criminal 

investigations, but requiring compliance with “emergencies” means that the government 

simply needs to declare an emergency to get the information it wants. 
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Addressing Barriers to Digital Trade

THE ISSUE: 

Trade policies today have transitioned from simply lowering tariffs to focusing on more 

intricate aspects of the trading relationship to include the removal of non-tariff barriers and 

addressing regulatory issues. As a part of this sizable transition in trade policy, digitization 

is empowering companies of all sizes and types to engage in global trade. Today, the United 

States is the leading exporter of digital goods, and global digital trade has grown exponential-

ly in recent years. Any company with an online presence transferring data depends on digital 

platforms to export goods and services. 

Firms selling goods or providing services digitally have taken markets to a global scale, 

though many governments have responded to these changes by seeking to control digital 

trade in blunt and disruptive ways. Some rules are responsive to legitimate public policy 

goals; others are explicitly protectionist. With these new realities, comes a need for preempt-

ing digital barriers to trade through trade agreements.  

The U.S. has set forward objectives to combat barriers to digital trade and promote sound 

policies to advance global digital trade around the world. The objectives, called the Digital 

Two Dozen, are vital to the tech sector. They stabilize global rules in technology that would 

prohibit data localization requirements, ensure the transfer of data across borders, protect 

source code, strengthen intellectual property, and more. To remain the global leader of digital 

trade, we must maintain access to the world’s expanding digital markets. There are several 

initiatives underway to do this from both a policy and market strategy perspective.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS FROM A POLICY PERSPECTIVE: 

• Trade agreements as a tool to preempt barriers in digital trade. 

• The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) included these provisions. Congress should ensure future 

agreements include these provisions.

• The Trade in Services Agreement (TISA), a global undertaking with 23 countries as well as the 

EU, aims to promote trade across the full spectrum of service sectors and intends to take on 

digital provisions.

• Inclusion of the digital provisions in international fora such as the World Trade Organization 

(WTO), Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), the G-20, and elsewhere.

WHAT CompTIA SUPPORTS FROM A STRATEGY PERSPECTIVE: 

• The establishment of a Digital Economy Trade Interagency Working Group. 

• USTR’s Digital Trade Working Group.

• DOC’s Digital Economy Board of Advisors. 

• Continued expansion of the Foreign Commercial Service Digital Attaché program and the 

State Department Digital Economy Officer program.

• Training programs to build greater awareness of the digital issues U.S. companies face 

around the world tailored for U.S. Export Assistance Centers (USEACs) International Trade 

Specialists, and for State International Trade Agencies.
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How to Leverage Press and Social Media

Dear CompTIA DC Fly-In Participant: 

The 2017 DC Fly-In will be here before we know it!  

The main purposes of the Fly-In is for you to learn more 

about the policymaking environment in Washington, DC, 

meet your elected officials and other policymakers and, 

of course, advocate for federal policies that benefit the  

IT community.

Our top issues as we prepare for the 2017 legislation season are: IT workforce development, 

cybersecurity, privacy, tax reform, broadband access, the use of new and emerging technologies 

and global trade are central to our industry.

An important part of the DC Fly-In is informing your local community about your advocacy 

efforts on key issues. After all, policymaking and advocacy takes place in communities around 

the country, not just in the Capitol. To that end, we have prepared the following draft and 

template materials that you can use as a guide for your own efforts:

• Local press release to announce to your local business and technology reporters your  

participation and recap key issues affecting the tech sector and your local economy.

• Sample letters to the editor that you can submit to your local paper and business journals to 

express your advocacy of key policy issues impacting the tech sector and your local economy.

• Sample blog posts that you can post to your company website or submit as a guest post to 

local newspapers, online hubs and blogs (including our issue one-pagers that can be found 

within this briefing book.)

• Sample social media posts for you to post to your corporate or individual Twitter, Facebook 

and LinkedIn accounts or groups to let others know about your activities and views. These 

can link to CompTIA white papers, blog posts and other information explaining policy posi-

tions in more detail.

If you are interested in active media outreach and need more assistance, please contact  

Preston Grisham at pgrisham@comptia.org. We will be happy to talk more with you about 

how you can leverage the Fly-In for more press coverage.

Thank you for being an advocate for the tech sector. See you at the 2017 CompTIA DC Fly-In!
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Sample Press Release

[LOCAL BUSINESS LEADER] Heads to DC to Advocate for IT Sector

Workforce Development, Cybersecurity, Privacy, Tax Reform, Broadband Access, New and 

Emerging Technologies and Global Trade are central to our industry

CITY, STATE, February 13, 2017 – This week, [BUSINESS LEADER] from [COMPANY: hyperlink 

company name to company website] joined the CompTIA DC Fly-In to advocate for IT sector 

priorities on Capitol Hill during the association’s annual Fly-In to Washington, DC.  CompTIA, 

the Computing Technology Industry Association, through its advocacy arm, champions mem-

ber-driven business and IT priorities that impact all information technology companies – from 

small managed solutions providers and software developers to large internet companies, 

equipment manufacturers, and communications service providers.

As a CompTIA DC Fly-In participant, [LEADER] met with [If more than one meeting: Congressio-

nal representatives including] [LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE] to focus their attention on policies 

that develop skills for the 21st century workforce, advance tax and regulatory policies that 

spur innovation, lead in secure internet-based platform technologies, support new and emerg-

ing technology platforms through policies, address availability and delivery of broadband 

communications and expand markets and advocate for sensible rules of global trade.

“Innovation in the tech sector is a key force behind a strong 21st century economy and Congress 

should prioritize issues that affect technology companies,” said [LEADER of COMPANY].  “One 

of the most important issues facing the technology industry today is the availability of a skilled 

workforce. We shared with our elected officials the importance of internships and apprentice-

ships as an avenue to train the next generation of IT workers and incentivize educators, stu-

dents, and employers to adopt alternative education models that will spur economic growth.”

“We look forward to the 2017 legislative agenda and remain encouraged by the conversations 

on Capitol Hill about issues critical to our membership,” said Todd Thibodeaux, president and 

CEO of CompTIA. “We will work closely with congressional leaders to push legislation that 

boosts the digital economy and fosters American innovation.”

[This section is for including more personalized information about a specific issue area that 

you may want to focus on.] In addition, [LEADER] is concerned about [SPECIFIC ISSUE] that 

directly affects [COMPANY]. 

The Fly-In runs February 14-15, 2017. For more information on CompTIA’s advocacy efforts, visit 

https://www.comptia.org/advocacy.

About [YOUR COMPANY] 
[Insert short summary of the company] 

CompTIA: Building the Foundation for Technology’s Future 
The Computing Technology Industry Association (CompTIA) is the world’s leading technology association, with approxi-
mately 2,000 member companies, 3,000 academic and training partners, over 100,000 registered users and more than two 
million IT certifications issued.  CompTIA’s unparalleled range of programs foster workforce skills development and gen-
erate critical knowledge and insight –  building the foundation for technology’s future.  Visit CompTIA online, Facebook, 
LinkedIn and Twitter.  

About CompTIA Advocacy 
Through its advocacy arm, CompTIA champions member-driven business and IT priorities that impact all information tech-
nology companies – from small managed solutions providers and software developers to large equipment manufacturers 
and communications service providers. CompTIA gives eyes, ears and a voice to technology companies, informing them of 
policy developments – and providing the means to do something about it. 
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Sample Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

The information technology industry relies on a robust and innovative workforce that allows 

companies like mine to grow and stay ahead of the curve. Many of these companies across the 

country struggle to find the qualified talent needed to fill open positions. With the growing 

demands on cybersecurity, the internet of things, and our overall reliance on technology 

these skilled workers are going to be in even higher demand in years to come. Next week I will 

be in Washington, DC for a “Fly-In” organized by CompTIA which advocates on behalf of the 

tech community. I will have the opportunity to meet with our elected members of Congress 

and share my concerns about our next generation of IT workforce.

Many of the skills necessary to fill these high-skilled positions do not require a four-year 

degree but rather can begin in K-12, continue into community college and include a variety 

of industry recognized certifications. We plan to share a plan with our Congressmen about 

the need to incentivize educators, students, and employers to adopt alternative education 

models that include industry-led work-based learning helping to fill job openings and spur 

economic growth. I am looking forward to working with our Congressional leaders to find a 

solution to our growing IT skills gap problem.

Dear Editor,

As Congress begins their new session it is important they understand the importance of high-

skilled immigration reform. We continue to educate and train some of the best and brightest in 

the world only to send them back to their home country to develop future technologies. Next 

week I will be in Washington, DC for a “Fly-In” organized by CompTIA which advocates on behalf 

of the tech community. I will have the opportunity to meet with our elected members of Con-

gress and share my concerns about this growing problem and a need for a permanent solution.

Any immigration reform legislation should make it easier for businesses to recruit and retain 

high-tech workers in an effort to close the skills gap and remain globally competitive. Our 

immigration system is severely limiting our ability to attract and retain the high skilled talent 

who help drive innovation and growth for our nation’s economy. The preferred and lasting 

path to high skilled immigration reform must be for Congress and the White House to work to-

gether to introduce and pass legislation that addresses an insufficient number of temporary 

work visas and employment-based green cards. Additionally, such legislation must recognize 

the role that foreign-born entrepreneurs play in our ecosystem and encourage them to thrive 

and create new businesses and jobs.

Congress and the new Administration need to keep high-skilled, foreign-born talent in the U.S. 

to help spur innovation and build our local economies and move forward in this 21st century.
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Dear Editor,

IT economic expansion rests on the creation of new and innovative business models that 

leverage Internet-based platforms that are trusted, secure and accessible. 

As Congress considers cybersecurity legislation during 2017, it is critical that [YOUR STATE’S 

FEDERAL LAWMAKER NAMES] keep our needs in mind. Next week I will be in Washington, DC 

for a “Fly-In” organized by CompTIA which advocates on behalf of the tech community. I will 

have the opportunity to meet with our elected members of Congress to make sure our leaders 

understand that it is important to lead in secure Internet-based platform technologies.  

The threats to our nation’s critical infrastructure are continually growing, and our capacity as 

a nation to protect U.S. critical infrastructure from cyber attacks must remain at the forefront 

of governing. Recent high-profile attacks promulgated by nation-states and terror organiza-

tions only increase the urgency to improve our national threat awareness and cybersecurity 

readiness.

As Congress starts to consider cybersecurity, we support a more robust approach to punishing 

criminals by giving law enforcement the tools needed to deter and defend against the theft of 

identity, as well as proprietary and financial information. We support the inclusive nature of 

the plan that will extend threat-sharing beyond organizations with adequate resources and to 

reach small- and medium-sized businesses that support the critical infrastructure supply chain.

We also feel that organizations acting in good faith should be incentivized to partner with 

the federal government – who has the ultimate responsibility of safeguarding personal data 

when disseminating threat codes.

Dear Editor,

Advancements in cloud computing, mobility, M2M, unified communications platforms,  

and other Internet-based applications are rapidly creating new opportunities for economic 

advancement while also raising a host of new public policy considerations. 

As Congress supports new and emerging technology platforms through thoughtful policy 

during 2017, it is important that Congressional leaders keep our needs in mind. Next week  

I will be in Washington, DC for a “Fly-In” organized by CompTIA which advocates on behalf  

of the tech community. I will have the opportunity to meet with our elected members of  

Congress to make sure our leaders understand that it is important to support new and  

emerging technology platforms.  

We encourage Congress to support industry-led standards for consumer data privacy  

as opposed to passing legislation mandating specific regulations on data collection, usage  

and storage. 
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Dear Editor, 

The Internet is the infrastructure of the global economy. To ensure innovation, economic 

growth, and social interaction, it is imperative that we keep the Internet open, encourage 

deployment of new, faster broadband networks and find ways to get more Americans online.  

As Congress considers broadband legislation during 2017, it is critical that [YOUR STATE’S 

FEDERAL LAWMAKER NAMES] keep our needs in mind. Next week I will be in Washington, DC 

for a “Fly-In” organized by CompTIA which advocates on behalf of the tech community. I will 

have the opportunity to meet with our elected members of Congress to make sure our leaders 

understand that it is important to address the availability and delivery of broadband commu-

nications.

We support transparency, no-blocking and non-discrimination rules Under Sec. 706 of the 

Communications Act or through Congressional action. We support policies that improve 

broadband competition by encouraging and removing barriers to the deployment of high-

speed broadband networks. 

We promote policies to get more Americans online and to increase broadband adoption and 

advocate for policies to make more spectrum available for both licensed and unlicensed use. 

Specifically, we advocate for implementing incentives to encourage government spectrum 

users to share, sell or lease their spectrum.

Dear Editor,

Approximately 95% of the global market resides outside of the United States and yet just 1% 

of U.S. businesses export to those markets. The rules of trade – export and customs regula-

tions, fair and reciprocal treatment, transparency – impact the flow of goods and services 

that make up the supply chain of technology products that meet the needs of businesses and 

consumers. 

As Congress considers global trade legislation during 2017, it is critical that [YOUR STATE’S 

FEDERAL LAWMAKER NAMES] keep our needs in mind. Next week I will be in Washington, DC 

for a “Fly-In” organized by CompTIA which advocates on behalf of the tech community. I will 

have the opportunity to meet with our elected members of Congress to make sure our leaders 

understand the need to expand markets and advocate for sensible rules of global trade.

We support trade policies that create a level playing field for technology companies to  

compete in the global marketplace and provide their goods and services to consumers at 

home and abroad.

Press and Social Media
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Sample Social Media Posts HASHTAG: #CompTIAFlyIn 

Twitter

Before Fly-In 

• I’ll be at the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn Feb 14-15 to talk #IT policy priorities. 

Stay tuned for updates. 

• Heading to #DC tomorrow to the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn to advocate on 

#ITSkillsGap, among other key tech issues. 

• Looking forward to the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn Feb 14-15 to meet 

lawmakers who make long-lasting impact on #tech  

• Excited to meet with @CONGRESSIONAL LEADER to discuss #ITSkillsGap, 

#workforcedevelopment, #cybersecurity, #broadband, #globaltrade, #CompTIAFlyIn 

At Fly-In 

Feel free to tweet a picture you may take at the Fly-In along with these tweets.

• Just kicked off the #CompTIAFlyIn. Excited to champion vital #IT policy priorities like 

#ITSkillsGap.

• Working with @CONGRESSIONAL LEADER @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn to 

advocate for #IT

• I’m at the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn with @CONGRESSIONAL LEADER 

advocating on behalf  

of #IT. Tweet me your questions!

• How would you rate the #Congress and what can it do to be more effective for #IT 

industry? #CompTIAFlyIn 

• At the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn  meeting with other #IT advocates and 

Congressional lawmakers. 

• If you had the chance to sit down with @CONGRESSIONAL LEADER and talk about one 

key issue, what would it be? #CompTIAFlyIn

• At the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn. Great opportunity to chat with fellow 

colleagues about #IT.

After Fly-In 

• Back from #DC after the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn. Great conversations 

about issues affecting #tech company’s 

• Reflecting on a productive @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn  in DC last week – what 

are the most important issues affecting #IT businesses in [YOUR STATE]?

• Appreciate the time taken by @CONGRESSIONAL LEADER last week to meet with us on 

key #IT policy issues. #CompTIAFlyIn

LinkedIn/Facebook

Note, that LinkedIn doesn’t support hashtags, so you can delete the “#” in the posts.

For use before the Fly-In:

• While at the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn in DC [NEXT WEEK], I plan on meeting 

with @CONGRESSIONAL LEADER to discuss [ISSUE]. What is your top IT policy priority?

• I’m going to the @CompTIAAdvocacy #CompTIAFlyIn on behalf to discuss how new tax 

provisions should support innovation and access to capital #ITSkillsGap #innovation
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Sample Blog Posts

[COMPANY/NAME AND/OR TITLE OF FLY IN ATTENDEE] Visits Washington to Champion IT  

Industry Priorities

Businesses like mine are the lifeblood of our national economy. They employ more than half 

of the country’s private sector workforce. 

[COMPANY] is proud to be part of the economy. We employ professionals with [SECTOR EXPER-

TISE AREA] and contribute to our local economy through [EXAMPLE].  

I was thrilled to join forces with fellow IT colleagues to advocates in Washington, D.C., on 

February 14-15, to speak with Members of Congress about issues that are critical to the future 

of my business and the overall tech industry.  

The annual “Fly-In” is organized by CompTIA to advocate on behalf of the tech community. 

CompTIA, the Computing Technology Industry Association, represents technology companies 

of all sizes and is committed to expanding market opportunities and driving competitiveness 

of the U.S. technology industry around the world.

Innovation is a key force behind a strong 21st century economy, and our leaders should priori-

tize issues that affect growing companies like [COMPANY]. 

While in Washington I visited [CONGRESSIONAL LEADER]’s office to advocate on tax reform, 

workforce development, cybersecurity, broadband communications and digital privacy—all 

are central to our industry. These legislative issues are key ingredients for helping technology 

firms like mine to become more competitive. 

I particularly discussed with my elected officials the importance of: 

[CHOOSE FROM THE ISSUE ONE PAGERS BEGINNING ON PAGE 10 TO INCLUDE IN YOUR BLOG 

POST, BUT PICK JUST ONE PER BLOG POST SO AS NOT TO OVERWHELM YOUR READERS] 

Press and Social Media
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Hill Meeting Best Practices

During your visit to Washington, DC you will attend numerous 

meetings on the Hill. Whether these meetings are with staff  

or Members of Congress, it is important to remember a few  

important tips:

The dress code is business professional.

• When Congress is in session, the office dress code is business professional.

• Most people attending meetings follow that same dress code.

You will be provided a schedule of all your meetings – make sure to arrive to the offices  

a few minutes early.

• The detailed schedule will contain locations of all your meetings.

• There are three House office buildings – Cannon, Longworth and Rayburn.

• There are three Senate office buildings – Dirksen, Hart and Russell.

• Remember, there are security screenings at each building entrance. Plan for extra time to get 

through security.

Be prepared.

• Read over the biography of the Member, where they are from, and their key issues and positions.

• Detailed information on the Members will be provided by CompTIA.

If the Member of Congress is in attendance, address them as “Congressman,” “Congresswom-

an,” or “Senator.”

• In many cases you will be meeting with a member of the staff; however, these staff members 

are responsible for representing their boss and providing them will all necessary information 

on important topics.

• Remember to stay on message throughout the meeting; focus on the issues you came to 

discuss.

• You will be provided with all the necessary messaging information prior to your meeting  

by CompTIA staff.

Leave contact information and any materials you have brought with you as leave-behinds.

• You will be provided any necessary leave-behind materials prior to your meetings.

Remember to thank them for the meeting as you are leaving!

• Also, thank them again via email or a handwritten note later.

• A second thank you allows you to not only show your appreciation for their time, but to 

remain in contact.

Provide CompTIA staff with any outstanding questions or follow-up materials requested  

by the staff.

Best Practices
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q. How do I identify the buildings where my meetings are located?

A. We will be providing you with a comprehensive schedule of all your meetings. Meetings 

in House offices will be in the Rayburn Building, Longworth Building and Cannon Building. 

Meetings in the Senate will take place in the Hart Building, Dirksen Building and Russell 

Building. All of these buildings have security procedures that include metal detectors. There-

fore, plan for some additional time to enter buildings. All Senate buildings are connected 

internally and all House buildings are connected internally. Therefore, if you have multiple 

meetings in House offices, for example, you will not have to reenter security. One thing to 

note: House offices have a numeric system that identifies not only the room number but the 

building as well. Room numbers in the Cannon Building are three digits (e.g. 234, located on 

the second floor). Room numbers in the Longworth Building are four digits and begin with 

the number 1 (e.g. 1234, located on the second floor, as the “1” only signifies the building, not 

the floor). Room numbers in the Rayburn Building are four digits and begin with the number 

2 (e.g. 2434, located on the fourth floor, as the “2” only signifies the building, not the floor).

Q. Am I able to watch the House and Senate floor proceedings live?

A. Yes. All visitors to the Capitol complex can visit the House and Senate chambers to watch 

debates and votes whenever the House and Senate are in session. In order to gain access to 

the viewing galleries, you must obtain a “gallery pass” from your Member of Congress or Sena-

tor. Simply visit their office and ask a member of their staff for a House or Senate gallery pass. 

They also should be able to guide you toward the appropriate entrance to the Capitol.

Q. I need some additional information on an issue. With whom should I speak?

A. The CompTIA Public Advocacy team is happy to provide you with a further briefing or 

briefing materials on policy issues prior to your DC visit or after you arrive. Please contact 

Liz Hyman (ehyman@comptia.org) if you need additional information or data on any issue. 

Additionally, CompTIA staff will be providing in-person briefings prior to the meetings as 

part of the DC Fly-In program.

Q. How long do meetings traditionally last on Capitol Hill?

A. Meetings are generally scheduled in 15-30 minute blocks with staff. However, meetings are 

sometimes shorter based on votes and Committee hearings, which can be very unpredictable.

Q. Will I be attending meetings alone?

A. No. We have set up meetings in a manner that sends small groups of CompTIA members 

to multiple meetings together in an effort to increase our voice and allow our issues to be 

elevated on Capitol Hill.

FAQs
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Q. Who should lead the meeting?

A. Members of Congress, Senators, and their Staff are primarily focused on the opinions and 

priorities of their constituents. Therefore, if there is a constituent in the meeting, they 

should lead the meeting and identify himself or herself as a constituent at the start of the 

meetings. It will then be important for all of the other attendees to introduce themselves 

and provide a very short background on their company and where they are located prior to 

a discussion on the issues.

Q. Are there issues we should not mention in a Congressional office?

A. Yes. Congressional offices are legally separated from campaign offices and, therefore, 

Members of Congress and their staff are prohibited from discussing or coordinating any 

campaign activity from their offices. Therefore, it is important that you not mention their 

campaigns and/or discuss any interaction you may have had with their campaign offices.

Q. Why am I scheduled to meet with a staff member instead of a Member of Congress or 

Senator?

A. When Congress is in session, Members of Congress and Senators have a variety of respon-

sibilities, including: votes, committee hearings, and numerous policy and constituent meet-

ings. Therefore, obtaining a meeting with the Member of Congress or Senator is often not 

possible due to scheduling conflicts. However, staff members are responsible for represent-

ing their boss and providing Members of Congress and Senators with senior-level guidance 

on policy issues. They play a significant role in the Congressional office, working on the 

issues that are important to our industry. Therefore, meetings with staff are important and 

your message will be appropriately communicated to the Member of Congress.

Q. How do I address a Member of Congress or Senator in a meeting?

A. Traditionally, you address a Member of Congress a “Congressman” or “Congresswoman.” 

You address a Senator as “Senator.” However, if the Member of Congress or Senator is the 

Chair of a Committee (which will be noted on your schedule), you address them as “Chair-

man” or “Chairwoman.”

Q. What if I get asked a question that I don’t know the answer to?

A. This is not a problem. You can simply tell the Member of Congress or their staff that you 

will go back, discuss the matter with CompTIA staff, and provide additional follow up on 

the question. This also provides you with an excellent opportunity to continue the dialogue 

with that office.

FAQs
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Q. Would it be possible to attend other meetings if there are gaps in my schedule?

A. Yes, all participants will be provided with a master schedule will all meetings throughout 

the day. You are welcome to join a meeting that you are interested in as long as it doesn’t 

interfere with your own schedule. Make sure to connect with the group early and make sure 

they are aware you will be attending the meeting with them.

 

Q. What should I do if a policymaker either commits to supporting an issue or highlights his 

or her opposition to the issue? 

A. All information from a meeting is helpful to CompTIA staff as they continue to work on 

these issues throughout 2017. Intelligence from a meeting – including support or opposition 

to a meeting – is critical information that will ensure we follow-up with the office and know 

where they stand on our issues.

Q. How should I dress for my meetings on Capitol Hill?

A. As you will be visiting Congress while the House and Senate are in session, offices will be 

dressed in business attire. Most people attending meetings in these offices generally follow 

those same guidelines

Q. If I have a medical issue on Capitol Hill, who should I call?

A. All House and Senate buildings have a nurse that attends to medical issues of staff and  

visitors. Should you need to visit the nurse while on Capitol Hill, call (202) 224-3121 and ask 

to be connected to the nurse’s station in the building you are currently located.

Q. Are there areas to purchase food and drinks in the House and Senate office buildings?

A. Yes. In the House, there are cafeterias located in the Longworth and Rayburn Buildings 

on the basement levels. The cafeteria on the Senate side is located in the basement of the 

Dirksen Building. All buildings in the House and Senate have additional food options, which 

are usually located in the basement.

FAQs
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Q. Where is the closest Metro to my meetings?

A. On the House side, the Capitol South metro station (Orange/Blue Lines) is located just out-

side of the Cannon Building. On the Senate side, the closest metro station is located within 

Union Station (Red Line).

Q. If I need to do some work between meetings, where should I go?

A. The House of Representatives has Wi-Fi in their cafeterias and eating locations in each 

building.

 

FAQs
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Important Contacts

CompTIA Policy Staff

Elizabeth Hyman  

Executive Vice President, Public Advocacy 

EHyman@comptia.org   

Phone: 202.577.9570 

David Logsdon 

Senior Director, Public Advocacy 

DLogsdon@comptia.org 

Phone: 301.525.8898 

Randi Parker 

Director, Public Advocacy 

RParker@comptia.org 

Phone: 202.445.7188

Matthew Starr 

Director, Public Advocacy 

MStarr@comptia.org 

Phone: 703.328.4369

Stefanie Holland 

Director, Public Advocacy 

SHolland@comptia.org 

Phone: 262-339-7764

Geoff Lane 

Senior Policy Manager 

GLane@comptia.org 

Phone: 937.243.0992

Kevin Callahan 

Director, State Government Affairs 

KCallahan@comptia.org 

Phone: 202.682.4448

Mary Artes 

Administrative Specialist, Public Advocacy 

MArtes@comptia.org 

Phone: 301.643.6651

Industry Relations Group

Peter Kaminskas 

Vice President, Member Relations 

PKaminskas@comptia.org 

Phone: 202.841-0388 

Ann Corcoran 

Director, Member Relations 

ACorcoran@comptia.org 

Phone: 202.503.3632

Events & Education

Lisa McKellar 

Vice President, Events and Education  

LMckellar@comptia.org 

Phone: 202.251.3242 

The Liaison Capitol Hill 

415 New Jersey Ave NW   

Washington, D.C. 20001 

Phone: 202.638-1616

Below is important contact information during your stay in Washington, DC. Please don’t 

hesitate to contact CompTIA staff at any point for general information, additional briefing 

materials or scheduling questions.

Thank you to participating 
State Technology Councils 
and TECNA for your support 
of this year’s event!

Contact Information
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Transportation to Washington, DC

There are a number of transportation options for sightseeing and traveling throughout the city  

or heading to the airport.

Transportation
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Capitol Hill

The map below is an outline of Capitol Hill. Please note the Senate buildings in the top right 

hand corner and the House Offices in the bottom center of the map.

Transportation
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Meet the DC Fly-In Speakers

Jason Boxt 

Executive Vice President 

 Penn Schoen Berland

Jason Boxt is an Executive Vice President based in the Washington DC 

office, overseeing the growth and development of the firm’s corporate 

client base. Boxt has worked in the public affairs and public opinion 

research spaces for nearly 20 years, with expertise in communications 

and digital research, reputation and brand management, message 

development and issue advocacy.

Before PSB, Jason spent more than eight years at The Glover Park 

Group, a Washington, D.C.-based strategic communications firm, the 

final three of which he spent leading its research and analytics team 

as Managing Director. Prior to GPG, he was the Director of National Advocacy at the Center 

for U.S. Global Engagement. Before GPG, he served as National Deputy Political Director at the 

American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC). In both roles, he provided political guidance 

and cultivated “grass tops” advocacy, encouraging citizen activists to become involved in the 

political process.

Boxt began his career in public opinion research at Roper Starch in August of 1999, before 

joining Global Strategy Group in 2000. A native of South Carolina, he received his undergraduate 

degree in International Studies at the University of South Carolina and a Master’s degree in Polit-

ical Science from Columbia University.

Jennifer Carlson 
Executive Director 

Washington Technology Industry Association (WTIA) 

Jennifer Carlson serves as Executive Director of the Washington Tech-

nology Industry Association (WTIA) Workforce Institute. The Institute 

is the workforce development arm of the WTIA focused on addressing 

the tech industry’s workforce and diversity needs through a building 

a nationally registered technology apprenticeship program called 

Apprenti. Additionally, she serves on the Tech Councils of North 

America (TECNA) workforce board and as an Adjunct Professor in 

Graduate Studies at Seattle University. Previously, she successfully 

ran a $260MM P&L in 12 states, developed web based policy manage-

ment systems and ran national branding initiatives for AIG Agency 

Auto, a billion-dollar insurance division of AIG, and managed U.S. sports and event marketing 

for Progressive Insurance. While Carlson began as pre-law in college, she completed her BA in 

technical journalism with a concentration in public relations, a minor in sociology, and has an 

MBA from Ohio University.

Speaker Biographies
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Mèlika Carroll  
Policy Advisor, Senator Brian Schatz (D-HI)

In her capacity as Policy Adviser for Senator Schatz (D-HI), Mèlika 

Carroll supports the Senator’s work as Ranking Member of the 

Senate Commerce Committee’s Subcommittee on Communications, 

Technology, Innovation and the Internet. Carroll is an Adjunct Pro-

fessor at Georgetown University where she offers a practicum on 

international business and government relations in the Master of 

Science in Foreign Service program. She is also the co-founder and 

former chairwoman of the Global Women’s Innovation Network, 

GlobalWIN.org. Before joining Senator Schatz’s team, Carroll was a 

member of and led global government affairs teams for Fortune 500 

technology companies including Intel, Micron, HP and Salesforce. She holds a Bachelor in 

Political Science and Public Administration from the University of Ottawa in Canada and a 

Masters of European Affairs from the College of Europe in Bruges, Belgium.

Neil Chatterjee    
Policy Advisor to the Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell

Neil Chatterjee is energy policy advisor to United States Senate 

Majority Leader Mitch McConnell of Kentucky. In that capacity he 

serves as the Leader’s liaison to the Senate Committee on Energy 

and Natural Resources, the Committee on Environment and Public 

Works and the Committee on Agriculture, Forestry and Nutrition. 

Over the years he has played an integral role in the passage of 

major highway and farm policy and he’s been a leader in the energy 

policy space shepherding efforts to combat cumbersome regula-

tion and most recently working to lift the decades old ban on US 

crude oil exports. Prior to serving Leader McConnell Neil worked as 

a Principal in Government Relations for the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association 

and as an aide to House Republican Conference Chairwoman Deborah Pryce of Ohio. He 

began his career in Washington with the House Committee on Ways and Means. Neil was 

recently named one of the 25 Most Influential people on Capitol Hill by Congressional Quar-

terly and has also been named a top energy staffer to watch by National Journal and Energy 

and Environment Daily. He is a graduate of St. Lawrence University and the University of 

Cincinnati College of Law.

Speaker Biographies
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Lynne Clark 
OCP Chief 

National Information Assurance Education and Training Program (NIETP), NSA/DHS National 

Centers of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Program Office

Lynne Clark is the chief of the National Information Assurance Edu-

cation and Training Program, which includes administration of the 

National Security Agency/Department of Homeland Security Centers 

of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Program. Prior to this as-

signment, Clark was deputy chief of Workflow Resources, Education, 

and Development for the NSA’s Information Assurance Directorate. 

From 1993 to 2012, Clark was assigned to the Interagency Operational 

Security (OPSEC) Support Staff (IOSS), where she had responsibility 

for the OPSEC training and program development consultation to all 

federal departments and agencies with a national security mission. 

Prior to her tenure at the IOSS, Clark was on active duty with the U.S. Air Force; she retired 

at the rank of Lieutenant Colonel in 1999. Clark’s academic credentials include a master’s in 

clinical psychology from the Fielding Institute, and a B.A. in Community Development from 

Baldwin-Wallace College.

Charles Cooper  
Executive Vice President 

Signal Group

At SIGNAL, clients entrust Charles Cooper with solving the toughest 

challenges they face before government. He’s earned that trust, after 

more than a decade of senior experience on Capitol Hill, helping 

clients understand the political landscape so they can effectively 

position their priorities in front of Congress and the Administration.

As the leader of SIGNAL’s retail practice, Cooper advises his clients on 

how to successfully navigate complex policy and regulatory chal-

lenges. He also helps a broad variety of Fortune 100 companies, trade 

associations and non-profits protect the reputations of their brands 

on Capitol Hill and with consumers.

Before joining SIGNAL in 2010, Cooper served as Chief of Staff to Rep. Adam Putnam (R-FL) 

and worked in several senior roles within Republican leadership, including Policy Director at 

the House Republican Conference and Chief of Staff to the Republican Policy Committee. As 

Legislative Director for Rep. Mario Diaz-Balart (R-FL), Charles oversaw the Congressman’s input 

on the Budget Committee and the Transportation and Infrastructure Committee. He began his 

career in the U.S. Senate.

A native of Naples, FL, Charles holds a BA in political science and history from the Southern 

Methodist University in Dallas, TX. Here at SIGNAL, he also heads up our charitable initiatives.

Speaker Biographies
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Charles Eaton 
CEO, Creating IT Futures 

Executive Vice President, Social Innovation, CompTIA

While filling two charitable executive roles as Executive Vice  

President, Social Innovation, CompTIA and as CEO, Creating IT  

Futures, Charles Eaton helps populations that are under-represented 

in IT and individuals who are lacking in opportunity to prepare for, 

secure and be successful in information technology careers. Under 

Eaton’s direction, Creating IT Futures has expanded its scope to  

cultivate best practices in American workforce development and 

tech-related STEM education. 

Eaton is often invited to participate in White House Administration 

workforce development campaigns and is quoted frequently in the media as an authority on 

tech workforce development and STEM education. In the past few years, he’s been a speaker 

at the US News STEM Solutions National Leadership Conference, the League for Innovation 

STEMtech Conference, the California Workforce Association Spring Conference, the Philly 

Emerging Tech Conference, the National Career Pathways Network’s Annual Conference, the 

National Association of Veterans Upward Bound Conference and the Consortium for School 

Networking Conference. In 2016, he was named to the Corporate Advisory Board for Inno-

vate+Educate. 

Eaton joined CompTIA and Creating IT Futures in June 2010 and has more than two decades of 

non-profit management experience. Previously he was responsible for fundraising, business 

development and marketing for the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and 

Epidemiology (APIC), a healthcare association focused on improving healthcare quality and 

patient safety. Before joining APIC, Eaton was vice president of member relations for the Con-

sumer Electronics Association, which organizes the largest tradeshow in North America, the 

International CES in Las Vegas. 

Eaton graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in English from Duke University and has four kids, 

ranging from elementary school-age to young adult. 

David Forscey 
Policy Analyst 

National Governors Association

David Forscey is a Policy Analyst at the National Governors Association 

(NGA), where he works closely with states and federal partners on 

cybersecurity policy. Prior to working at NGA, he was a Fellow for 

National Security at Third Way, a Washington-based think tank. His 

research at Third Way focused on surveillance reform, cybersecurity, 

and counter-terrorism. Forscey earned his Juris Doctor at Georgetown 

University Law Center in 2015, and he graduated magna cum laude 

from the University of Virginia in 2011.
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Rick Geritz (Invited) 
CEO 

LifeJourney

Rick Geritz is CEO and founder of LifeJourney, a scalable mentorship 

platform that enables students to "test drive” their future by experi-

encing the journey the world’s cyber leaders. Geritz has spent twen-

ty-five years building early stage technology companies in cybersecu-

rity, media, and education. Prior to founding LifeJourney, he was CEO 

of BDMetrics, and President of SafeNet, (bought by GEMALTO) a cyber-

security company serving more 25,000 customers across commercial 

enterprises and government agencies. 

Before SafeNet, Geritz was Executive Vice-President and Board 

Member at Rockville, MD-based ICARUS Corporation, a chemical engineering simulation soft-

ware company serving Fortune 100 critical infrastructure clients, such as Shell Chemical, and 

Amoco; he led the company's worldwide product development and operations until its sale to 

Aspen Technology (NASDAQ; AZPN).

Geritz has been a featured guest speaker on network security on “Today,” and “Innovator 

of the Year.” Rick is the Chairman of CyberMaryland and co-founder of the National Cyber 

Security Hall of Fame. He sits on the board of the UMBC Cyber Incubator. In 2014, his TEDx talk 

entitled “What do I want to be when I grow up” was recorded to inspire students to pursue 

STEM and cybersecurity-related pathways.

Travis Hall 
Telecommunications Policy Analyst

Office of Policy Analysis and Development (OPAD), National Telecom-

munications and Information Administration (NTIA), U.S. Department 

of Commerce

Dr. Travis Hall is a Telecommunications Policy Analyst for the National 

Telecommunications and Information Administration's Office of  

Policy and Development, focusing on Surveillance and Consumer  

Privacy. His portfolio includes IoT, UAS, and Blockchain, and he recent-

ly successfully concluded two privacy multistakeholder processes. 

He has a PhD from the Department of Media, Culture and Commu-

nication from New York University, and his dissertation research focused on the cultural 

contexts and histories of state identification programs, specifically those that use bodies as 

the media of identity (biometrics, tattoos). He has acted as a consultant for advocacy groups, 

academic institutes, and private companies on the technical and policy details of identifi-

cation and the potential impacts of these technologies on privacy rights. Before joining the 

Department of Commerce, Dr. Hall taught at American University and was a research fellow 

at the Humboldt Institute for Internet and Society in Berlin, Germany. He received his MA in 

International Communications and BA in International Relations from American University.
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Tim Herbert 
Vice President, Research & Market Intelligence 

CompTIA

Tim Herbert serves as vice president of research and market intel-

ligence at the CompTIA. Under his leadership, CompTIA produces a 

wide range of research and analysis to further the understanding of 

technology, channel and workforce trends. Herbert regularly pens ar-

ticles for industry publications, presents at industry conferences and 

in his 18 years as a technology analyst has been cited in numerous 

media outlets, including The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, 

WIRED and many others. Prior to joining CompTIA, Herbert directed 

the research program and was a lead analyst at the Consumer Elec-

tronics Association, producer of the International CES, the largest 

technology event in the world. He also co-founded two startups: eBrain Market Research and 

the Memory-on-Demand cloud service. Herbert holds a degree in economics from John Carroll 

University and an MBA from George Mason University.

Matt Kellogg 

Senior Policy Advisor 

Counsel to the House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy

Matt Kellogg serves as Senior Policy Advisor and Counsel to the House 

Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy. He is responsible for developing 

the Majority Leader’s policy priorities, and working to advance the 

priorities of the House Republican Conference through the legislative 

process. His portfolio includes a number of policy issue areas, includ-

ing: energy, environment, telecommunications, financial services 

and judiciary issues, among others. Previously, he served as General 

Counsel at the Independent Petroleum Association of America. Kellogg 

earned his law degree from Albany Law School and his undergraduate 

degree from the State University of New York at Geneseo.  

 

He is a member of the New York State Bar.

Rep. Derek Kilmer (D-WA) 
United States Representative of Washington’s 6th Congressional District.

With over a decade of experience working in economic develop-

ment in the Puget Sound region, Derek Kilmer is focused on getting 

our economy and our Congress back to work. Rep. Kilmer has a 

strong record as a problem solver for Washington families and he's 

been recognized by veterans’ organizations for his support of our 

troops, their families, and those who have served. He received a BA 

from Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson School of Public and 

International Affairs and earned a doctorate from the University of 

Oxford in England.
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Rep. Kilmer put his education into practice right here in Washington, first as a business con-

sultant for McKinsey & Company, where he helped businesses, non-profits, and government 

agencies run more efficiently. He moved closer to the community he was raised in so he could 

put his experience in economic development to use helping to retain jobs and attract new em-

ployers during the decade he worked for the Economic Development Board for Tacoma-Pierce 

County. He served in the Washington state House from 2005 to 2007 and the state Senate from 

2007 until he was elected to the U.S. House in 2012. While in Olympia, he was the principal 

writer of the state's capital budget, and helped author a bipartisan infrastructure package 

that has been credited with creating 18,000 jobs. He also led a successful bipartisan effort in 

the Washington state Senate to balance the budget and reduce state debt. He was reelected 

to a second term in in the U.S. House of Representatives in 2014 and chosen by his Democratic 

colleagues to serve on the House Appropriations Committee, one of only four ‘exclusive’ com-

mittees in the House. Rep. Kilmer serves on the Interior and Environment Subcommittee and 

Commerce, Justice, and Science Subcommittee.

Rep. Kilmer is a strong supporter of Naval Base Kitsap and Joint Base Lewis-McChord and has 

secured key investments to ensure that these installations will continue to play an essential 

role in our national defense and our local economy. He also believes we must provide service 

members and their families, veterans, military retirees, and the civilian workforce with the 

support they deserve. Along with fighting for the region’s military community he has cham-

pioned bipartisan efforts to better leverage federal research dollars to spur private sector 

innovation and job growth and bolster a 21st century workforce. 

In his short time in Congress, Rep. Kilmer has already been recognized by a wide variety of 

groups for his effectiveness and advocacy. He's received a Silver Helmet award from AMVETS, 

been named a Hero of Main Street by the National Retail Federation, an Outstanding New 

Member by the Voices for National Service, and a Humane Champion by the Humane Society.

Jack Krumholtz  
Managing Director 

Glover Park Group

Since joining The Glover Park Group in July 2009, Jack Krumholtz has 

worked with corporate, non-profit and coalition clients to develop 

and manage the execution of strategic communications, advocacy 

and reputational campaigns. In addition, he represents clients in Con-

gress and before the Administration on a wide range of policy issues, 

including antitrust and competition policy; intellectual property; 

online privacy; data security; agriculture, and health and wellness. In 

particular, he has managed campaigns at both the federal and state 

levels, which integrate traditional government affairs advocacy with 

third party engagement, paid and earned media, online strategies and research. his clients 

have included The Coca-Cola Company, DuPont, FairSearch.org, Open Allies for Airfare Trans-

parency, AMD and Visa.
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For 14 years prior to joining GPG, Krumholtz managed Microsoft’s federal government affairs 

program in Washington, D.C., serving as the company’s Managing Director of Federal Govern-

ment Affairs and Associate General Counsel. He opened the Microsoft Government Affairs 

office in March 1995, and he oversaw its growth to nearly twenty professionals. Krumholtz 

directed Microsoft’s government affairs activities in the Nation’s capital and served as a key 

architect of the company’s public policy and outreach programs. Jack was also responsible for 

developing and managing Microsoft’s relationships with external groups based in Washing-

ton, including industry associations, think tanks, and other third-party opinion elites. He regu-

larly represented Microsoft in public and with the media, and he testified before Congress on 

Microsoft’s behalf on a number of issues. He was named by The Hill newspaper as one of the 

top corporate lobbyists in Washington and was called a “K Street legend” by Politico.com.

Prior to joining Microsoft, Krumholtz was an attorney with the law firm of Verner, Liipfert, 

Bernhard, McPherson, and Hand in Washington, D.C., where he practiced in the legislative and 

government relations area. He graduated cum laude from the Georgetown University School 

of Foreign Service. He received his Juris Doctor Degree from the University of Pennsylvania 

Law School. He is admitted to practice in the District of Columbia.

Rep. Ted Lieu (D-CA) 

In 2014, Ted W. Lieu was elected to California’s 33rd Congressional 

District, succeeding retiring 40-year incumbent Henry Waxman. In 

the 114th Congress, he was elected president of the Democratic 

Freshman class by his colleagues. Today he serves on the House 

Judiciary Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Committee. He 

is also an Assistant Whip for the Democratic Caucus. Lieu is a for-

mer active duty officer in the US Air Force and currently serves as a 

Colonel in the Reserves.

As one of only four computer science majors currently serving in 

Congress, and as a member of the House Oversight and Government Reform’s Subcommit-

tee on Information Technology, Lieu is frequently sought out for his insight on technology 

and innovation matters including cybersecurity, cloud computing and innovation as well as 

the sharing and creative economy. 

Prior to serving in Congress, Lieu was elected to the California State Senate in 2011 and the 

State Assembly in 2005. His legislative accomplishments include authoring landmark legisla-

tion regulating the subprime mortgage industry; a first-in-the-nation ban on gay conversion 

therapy for children; and a first-in-the-nation ban on the use of tanning beds for minors. 

He fought for California state tax reform that saved small businesses from millions in retro-

active taxes, and tax incentives for film and TV production. He also co-authored California’s 

landmark Global Warming Solutions Act and co-authored the law banning state pension 

funds from investing in Iran’s nuclear and energy industries.

Lieu's wife, Betty, is a Water Commissioner and a former California Deputy Attorney General. 

They live in Torrance with their two sons, Brennan and Austin.
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Bill Newhouse 
Deputy Director 

National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE) Program Office, NIST 

Bill Newhouse is the Deputy Director of the National Initiative for 

Cybersecurity Education (NICE), and Senior Security Engineer at 

that National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE). Both 

NICE and the NCCoE are part of the Applied Cybersecurity Division 

in the Information Technology Laboratory at the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST).

As the deputy director of NICE, he leads and promotes efforts 

within government and with those involved in cybersecurity com-

petitions to foster, energize, and promote a robust network and an 

integrated ecosystem of cybersecurity education, training, and workforce development that 

can more effectively secure cyberspace.

At the NCCoE, he is leading the drafting of building blocks that address broad technology 

gaps in cybersecurity implementations that affect multiple sectors. These projects rely on 

insight and passion from members of various industries who share a common goal of meet-

ing a particular cybersecurity need and will demonstrate commercially available technolo-

gies that provide cybersecurity improvements to the multiple sectors addressed.

Additionally, Newhouse promotes cybersecurity R&D efforts as a co-chair of a Federal 

cybersecurity interagency working group and as a regular representative to other federal 

cybersecurity R&D working groups.

Before coming to NIST in 2010, Newhouse spent five years in the Office of the Secretary of 

Defense where he worked initially with the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and 

Engineering (ASD(R&E)) and then with the Office of the Chief Information Officer for Identity 

and Information Assurance focused on cybersecurity R&D and technology discovery. He 

utilized the Defense Venture Catalyst Initiative (DeVenCI) to focus on innovative companies 

working in areas that had the potential to improve cybersecurity. Newhouse started his 

Federal career at NSA evolving from telecommunications to information assurance to cy-

bersecurity. Newhouse is a graduate of both the Georgia Institute of Technology and George 

Washington University and has been with the federal government for over 29 years.

Chase Norlin 
CEO 

Transmosis

Chase Norlin is the CEO of Transmosis, an organization founded by 

Silicon Valley Technology Entrepreneurs dedicated to the research 

and application of technology to strengthen the American work-

force. Transmosis is a nationally recognized Workforce Intermediary 

focused on enabling companies to build a pipeline of skilled labor 

by helping individuals address skill gaps through state and federal 

training dollars.
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Norlin was previously the founder and CEO of Emerge Digital Group (EDG), named the 8th 

fastest growing company in America and the #1 fastest growing company in Silicon Valley by 

Inc. Magazine based on revenue growth. EDG was a holding company for a portfolio of digital 

marketing businesses that Norlin founded and grew to $50mm in revenue in three years. EDG 

was one of the first advertising technology companies to execute a broad and aggressive roll-

up strategy resulting in domestic and international acquisitions.

A veteran of the Internet industry, Norlin developed Sony's first online photo sharing venture, 

founded the first online video sharing company, and served as new venture consultant in 

launching Boeing's online media licensing division. Norlin is a noted speaker on digital  

advertising, entrepreneurship, and workforce development.

Maureen Ohlhausen  
Acting Chairman, FTC

Maureen K. Ohlhausen was sworn in as a Commissioner of the Fed-

eral Trade Commission on April 4, 2012, and was designated to serve 

as Acting FTC Chairman by President Donald Trump in January 2017.

Prior to joining the Commission, Ohlhausen was a partner at Wilkin-

son Barker Knauer, LLP, where she focused on FTC issues, including 

privacy, data protection, and cybersecurity.

Ohlhausen previously served at the Commission for 11 years, most 

recently as Director of the Office of Policy Planning from 2004 to 

2008, where she led the FTC's Internet Access Task Force. She was also Deputy Director of 

that office. From 1998 to 2001, Ohlhausen was an attorney advisor for former FTC Commis-

sioner Orson Swindle, advising him on competition and consumer protection matters. She 

started at the FTC General Counsel’s Office in 1997.

Before coming to the FTC, Ohlhausen spent five years at the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. 

Circuit, serving as a law clerk for Judge David B. Sentelle and as a staff attorney. Ohlhausen 

also clerked for Judge Robert Yock of the U.S. Court of Federal Claims from 1991 to 1992.

Ohlhausen graduated with distinction from Antonin Scalia Law School, George Mason University 

in 1991 and graduated with honors from the University of Virginia in 1984. Ohlhausen was on 

the adjunct faculty at the Antonin Scalia Law School, George Mason University, where she 

taught privacy law and unfair trade practices. She served as a Senior Editor of the Antitrust 

Law Journal and a member of the American Bar Association Task Force on Competition and 

Public Policy. She has authored a variety of articles on competition law, privacy, and technology 

matters. Ohlhausen lives in Virginia with her husband, Peter. They have four children.
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Matthew Starr 
Director, Public Advocacy 

CompTIA

Matthew Starr leads CompTIA’s Federal Privacy and Broadband & 

Telecom Committees. He advocates on behalf of the tech industry 

to members of Congress and federal agencies on issues such as 

data security and privacy standards, broadband and spectrum 

access, and net neutrality. Prior to joining CompTIA, Starr served as 

a legal fellow at TechFreedom and the International Center for Law 

& Economics where he focused on issues such as net neutrality and 

access to wireless spectrum. Before working at TechFreedom and 

ICLE, he was a public policy fellow at Comcast.

Starr is a member of the New York State Bar, and received his J.D. from Catholic University in 

2011 where he was enrolled in the Institute for Communications Law and was heavily involved 

in a number of organizations dedicated to legal issues in the Internet and technology sector. 

He received his BA in Economics from the University of Virginia. 

Melissa Glidden Tye  
Vice President, Public Policy 

Verizon

Melissa Glidden Tye is Vice President, Public Policy for Verizon. In  

that role, she advances Verizon’s federal and state domestic policy, 

regulatory, and legislative objectives through direct advocacy to  

policymakers as well as work with strategic partners. Glidden 

Tye works on a wide range of issues, but specializes in Internet of 

Things policy, including connected cars, unmanned aerial systems 

(“drones”), smart community solutions, and more.

Prior to joining Verizon in 2014, Glidden Tye served as the lead regu-

latory counsel for a large wireless device manufacturer, where she 

acted as an advocate for the company before federal agencies on a variety of issues, including 

spectrum policy, accessibility, privacy, IP and patent policy, device regulation, and internation-

al trade. She joined that company after gaining significant experience as a Legal Advisor in 

the Wireless Bureau of the Federal Communications Commission, where she helped guide the 

agency’s position on a number of wireless issues, including spectrum policy, privacy, stolen 

cell phones, and wireless mergers and acquisitions. Glidden Tye began her career as a telecom-

munications associate at a major Washington, DC law firm. She graduated summa cum laude 

from Roger Williams University in 2000, and is a 2005 graduate of Harvard Law School, where 

she was the Editor in Chief of the Harvard Journal on Legislation.
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